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Slocan City Hotel opens with a bang – street party, great music, art show
big.
“We saw that the community
needed a gathering place –
somewhere to get a hot meal and
a drink in the evening, and a hub
for entertainment. We also saw that
tourist accommodation was needed.
We worked on the project for four
years, and construction took 15
months,” he said.

The building was renovated with
sustainability in mind, Pettigrew
says, and features reclaimed wood
and a top-of-the-line sewage
treatment plant. The building still
houses Slocan City Guitar Repair in
the basement, with instruments for
sale as well, run by John Hill.
Pettigrew has a vision for the
hotel as a community hub, with

music events and live broadcasts
on a regular basis. In the past,
Johnny has been a promoter and
booking agent for musicians, so has
the experience and connections to
realize this vision. “I’m working on
bringing more people to the valley,
and more celebrities who we can
interview and broadcast from here,”
he said.

In about six months, the lobby
will open as a restaurant, he says,
with dancing and karaoke and
live music. He is also looking at
off-site catering of events such as
weddings, providing the food and
entertainment.
For now, rooms are available,
and can be booked online at www.
slocancityhotel.ca.
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by Jan McMurray
The new Slocan City Hotel is
now open after a fabulous grand
opening weekend event June 17
and 18.
Somewhere between 300 and
400 people came to the event over
the two days to catch some excellent
musicians from both near and far.
The acts rotated between the hotel
and the Legion hall across the street,
with the street between the two
venues closed to traffic. This made
for a great street party atmosphere –
just what people needed to catch up
with friends and acquaintances after
the pandemic.
“It worked out really well to
have the Legion on board – they
broke all their sales records in their
history!” said hotel owner John E.
Pettigrew. “We hope the community
really gets behind this as an annual
event.”
The event was filmed by Gene
Greenwood, a very successful
video producer, director and editor
from Vancouver who specializes in
shooting events like this one. The
footage can be found on YouTube.
“Hats off to Gene, all the bands
and all the local people who helped
me pull this off,” said Pettigrew.
“A whole lot of people made this
happen, and thanks to all of them –
they know who they are.”
Artwork by Matt Petley-Jones,
Graham Gilmore, Buck Walker and
Jennie Baillie was on display in the
hotel lobby and just a few of the
20-plus music acts were JC Smith,
Henri Brown, J Greg Walter, Kenny
‘Blues Boss’ Wayne, Joey Dimarco,
Jon Burden and the Bleedin’ Hearts,
Two for Tripping and the Rock ‘n
Roll Sherpas.
A musician himself, Pettigrew
has owned the Slocan City Hotel
building since 2013, operating a
guitar retail and repair shop on the
main floor. When renovations to
the 70-year-old building became
necessary, Pettigrew started thinking

The HB (Henri Brown) Wild band hit the ground running with a great funk and soul groove thanks to the talents of Corey Phillips (guitar), Henri Brown (bass and lead vocals), Stan Ganapolsky (keyboards) and Trail’s own Tony Ferraro on drums.

The GrateFULL Life created a tight groove with both original songs and covers of classic Allman Brothers tunes at the Legion Hall June 18, all part of the festivities for the grand opening of the new Slocan Hotel.

Visitor Information – Pages 8 & 9
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Ecosystem enhancement explored through Columbia River Treaty modernization
by Jan McMurray
The Columbia River Treaty dams
have wreaked havoc on ecosystem health
in the Columbia Basin, and the Columbia
River Treaty modernization process has
offered an opportunity to address this.
About 100 people attended a virtual
information session on June 15 to learn
about the ongoing research into ecosystem
enhancement through changes to the
operation of the dams in the Canadian
Columbia Basin.
Bill Green of the Ktunaxa Nation
Council and a member of the CRT
Ecosystem Function Subcommittee gave
an overview of the work.
“Why are we doing a lot of work on
this? Because there is very strong First
Nations and public interest in including the
protection and restoration of ecosystems
as a third leg, alongside hydropower and
flood control, in CRT modernization.”
Green explained that with the results
of the research, the subcommittee is
creating a computer model of the entire
Canada-US Columbia River system that
shows how different dam operations
would affect ecosystems, Indigenous
cultural values, power generation, flood
control and the social and economic health
of communities. The computer model is
up and running, and is always evolving
The 12,875-hectare Bonanza Biodiversity
Corridor at the north end of the Slocan Valley
contains a diverse range of ecosystem types
across seven biogeoclimatic subzones/variants
including forests, wetlands, floodplains, subalpine, brushland, avalanche and sparse communities. Multiple at-risk ecological communities
have been identified, including seven blue-listed
and two red-listed ecosystems, all of which are
wetland and floodplain communities, with five
additional at-risk ecosystems likely to occur.

as more information becomes available.
“It [the computer model] will help
Canadian negotiators see how US
proposals for Treaty changes could
impact Basin interests, and explore what
level of flexibility is needed for Canadian
operations to improve conditions in BC,”
states an info sheet providing a summary
of the ecosystem research.
Stewart Rood and Greg Utzig gave a
presentation on their study into restoring
the ecosystems in the drawdown zones of
the reservoirs.
“The Kinbasket and Duncan
reservoirs look like lakes when they’re
full, but they look pretty bleak during
drawdown,” Utzig said, showing slides
to illustrate his point. When the reservoirs
are drawn down, they look like deserts.
This study group is looking at the
vegetation along the edges of the reservoirs
and down into the drawdown zones and
asking questions like: What plants are
where and why? Where are there no plants
and why? How many days can the plants
tolerate being inundated? If we change the
patterning of reservoir regulation, what
might be the effect?
“By changing the way we manage
the reservoirs, we’re hoping to create a
riparian zone around them,” said Utzig.
“Once we get a good handle on the
reservoir regulation, we’re looking for
zones where it would be worth it to
revegetate.”
Ryan MacDonald of MacHydro
gave a presentation on a study he is
leading about restoring natural river
functions. The study is looking at how
to manage dam discharges to maximize
functional, free-flowing river and side
channel habitats. It looks specifically at
the streamflow requirements of Black
Cottonwood and White Sturgeon, which
are indicator species of functioning
free-flowing river systems. This study
indicates that the desired streamflows
could be re-established with “targeted and
opportunistic dam operations.”
A study on restoring salmon to

the upper Columbia River Basin was
presented by Richard Bussanich of the
Okanagan Nation Alliance and Wendell
Challenger of LGL Limited. Juvenile
salmon once migrated from the Upper
Columbia to the sea every year and
returned as adults to spawn. The dams
have blocked them from returning, and
the fluctuating flows and water levels are
challenging for them in many of their life
stages. This study is looking at the impact
of dam operations on salmon, so that
the operations can be modified to assist
them during migration and other critical
periods in their life cycle. This study is
being coordinated with the Columbia
River Salmon Reintroduction Initiative,
where fish passage over the dams is being
explored.
The Ecosystem Function
Subcommittee is led by the Ktunaxa,
Secwepemc and Syilx Okanagan
Nations and includes representatives
from provincial and federal agencies and
consultants. It is a subcommittee of the
CRT Negotiations Advisory Team, which
includes representatives from Canada, BC,
BC Hydro and the three First Nations,
and provides advice and information to
Canada’s CRT Negotiating Team.
The subcommittee is inviting public
feedback on this work by July 11 at
4 pm. Visit https://engage.gov.bc.ca/
columbiarivertreaty/info-sessions/
for a link to the survey, or email
columbiarivertreaty@gov.bc.ca to request
a paper or emailed copy of the survey.

Correction

In the article, ‘Lower Kootenay Band
demands immediate stop to ArgentaJohnsons Landing logging’ in our June
16 issue, we incorrectly reported that the
community’s technical advisory committee
recommended a portion of block 4 be
clearcut. In fact, the committee was
consulted about the clearcut prescription by
the logging company, Cooper Creek Cedar,
and opposed the prescription, preferring
that some trees be reserved.
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Chinook return to Columbia, delighting biologists
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
People fishing on the Columbia
River and Arrow Lakes are being asked
to report if they catch a welcome visitor
to those waters.
That’s after the chance discovery
that chinook salmon have returned to
the watershed.
“This is very novel. The fish haven’t
been here for 80 years,” says Michael
Zimmer, a fish biologist with the
Okanagan Nation Alliance.
Zimmer says the first clue something
interesting was happening was in March,
when a local angler caught an unusuallooking salmon.
“We heard from some kokanee
anglers in the Arrow, and the Columbia
below the Keenleyside dam,” he says.
“They were wondering about some fish
they had caught – or hooked and saw, but
didn’t net. They suspected they might be
chinook.”
That caught the biologist’s interest,
as the ONA is part of a transboundary
initiative to bring several species of
salmon back to the watershed. Multiple
releases of both juveniles and adults have
taken place over the last few years.

Transit improvements
coming to Nelson

submitted
Nelson is getting a new transit exchange
as part of a $31.2 million investment into
transit improvements across BC.
The City of Nelson will benefit from
a new, expanded transit exchange in the
city core to support increased service
levels. The exchange will feature up to five
bus bays, transit bus shelters, and related
improvements to road and pedestrian
infrastructure. It will also be close to
planned cycling improvements to encourage
active transportation.
Several communities, including
Central Fraser Valley, Kamloops, Kelowna,
and Victoria, will benefit from more than
100 light and heavy-duty buses that will
replace older buses and expand the current
fleet to serve more commuters. The 20
heavy-duty buses will feature renewable
natural gas, while select buses will be
fitted with hybrid electric drive systems to
reduce fuel and gas emissions by up to 20%.
This will allow BC Transit the opportunity
to trial and assess the technology as the
organization moves towards their goal to
transition to an all-electric fleet. CCTV
cameras on all buses, wheelchair assist
loading systems on 34 buses, and NextRide
tracking and payment technologies on select
buses will increase safety, accessibility, and
convenience.
The Government of Canada is
investing more than $15.6 million. The
Government of BC is matching this amount.
Contributions from local government
partners in benefiting communities total
more than $7.8 million.

“We didn’t know what to make of
it,” Zimmer says of the reports. “We
knew something was up but we couldn’t
connect the dots until someone brought
in a fish.”
That fish was carrying a small
tracking device, and data from the chip
confirmed it came from a ceremonial
release a couple of years ago in
Washington State.
“We found out it was released on the
Spokane Arm of Lake Roosevelt,” he
says. “It was caught around Syringa Park.
That’s almost 200 kilometres through a
navigation lock at Keenleyside dam. That
was really interesting.”
Since then, three other juvenile
chinook have been caught north of the
US-Canada border.
The question is why the fish travelled
upstream, when their biology would
usually dictate they head to the ocean to
grow into mature fish.
“We asked Syilx elders about that,”
Zimmer says. “Their response was
really interesting. They said the salmon
haven’t been here for 80 years, but it’s
in their intrinsic memory, and perhaps
they were just getting reacquainted with
their ancestral habitat. A really interesting
perspective on merging traditional
ecological knowledge with science.”
First Nations in the region – both
in the US and Canada – have signed an
agreement with colonial governments
to work on reintroducing salmon into
the watershed, and finding the fish in
the Arrow Lakes is a sign that work is
showing results.
But the ONA and other groups need
to keep track, so anglers are being asked

to contact them if they catch a chinook.
“So if you catch a fish and you don’t
know what it is, it could be a chinook
salmon,” he says. “So please get in
touch with us and share any information
you can.”
Chinook can be distinguished from
other salmon by their darkened or black
gums and fuzzy spots, like an x-shaped
marking along the lateral line on their
backs.
The more data on the caught chinook
the biologists can gather, the more they
can monitor the health of the fish, their
migration, distribution and population,
all of which enhances recovery efforts,
says Zimmer. He says the recent catches
have encouraged them they’re on the
right path.
“We are seeing there is space for
them, room for them,” he says. “And
while we have a small sample size, they
seem to be thriving. So that’s a positive
indication for sure.
Details on the reporting program can
be found on notice boards at marinas,
tackle shops, boat launches and other
locations anglers congregate.

SHELLEY BORTNICK,
MSW, RSW
Individual, couple and
family therapist
30 years experience

Offers counselling services involving
mental health (depression, anxiety,
etc.), addictions, grief and loss,
trauma and life transition issues.
For appointment, please call

250-265-3397
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OPINION

Simple
question

Is the Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society in favour of motorized use on
the lake, or not?
As a publicly funded not-for-profit
organization, I think an answer is
justified. In the last issue of the Valley
Voice, we heard from former director
Lorna Visser; now it’s time to hear from
the current board.
Chris Dawson
Winlaw

Talbot Creek
Fire 2020
revisited

At the time, a black helicopter with
no identification was in the area and
fire resulted everywhere it flew. I wrote
letters published in the Valley Voice
addressing my concerns. After the paper
was out, I received a letter from another
person elsewhere in BC witnessing the
same thing.
In the spring of 2021 during runoff,
I went to the local streams, including
Talbot Creek, and took water samples to
be tested for chemicals that would verify
if the fire was deliberately set.
This year, 2022, I went to the lab
at Passmore and was referred to a lab
in Kelowna. This lab referred me to the
RCMP. The RCMP referred me to the
RCMP in New Denver. Calls were made
on April 29 and May 6 to the RCMP.
There has been no response to date.
If it can be proven that this fire
was deliberately set, then the person or
persons responsible should be paying
for the cost of the firefighting, not the
people of BC.
Ed Varney
Vallican

Kudos to the
Alvarez family

The Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society (SLSS) congratulates three
generations of the Alvarez family for
their altruistic and generous donation

of land at the mouth of Bonanza Creek
to the Nature Conservancy of Canada
(NCC). The NCC is an organization
which will manage that gift by protecting
the rich biodiversity of this wetland,
thereby conserving and contributing to
the overall health and resiliency of the
marsh in the face of climate change.
The new Bonanza Marsh Conservation
Area includes the mouth of Bonanza
Creek, where kokanee salmon begin their
spawning journey, and is adjacent to the
Snk’mip Marsh Sanctuary, stewarded
by the Valhalla Foundation for Ecology.
The conservation status of these two
marsh properties results in an exponential
increase in the protection of ecological
values for the vital riparian zones feeding
into the Slocan Lake Watershed. This
donated gift of land benefits us all –
forever. Kudos to the Alvarez family.
SLSS has just completed three
wetland restorations in the Bonanza
Biodiversity Corridor (BBC) and we are
heartened to have the Bonanza Marsh
Conservation Area and the Snk’mip
Marsh Sanctuary permanently ‘anchor’
that hydrologic southern boundary of
the BBC. SLSS’s longer term focus is
to work with the many communities and
organizations which have an interest in
conserving and protecting the sensitive
habitats, forests, wetland ecosystems
and wildlife corridors throughout the
biodiversity-rich landscape of the BBC.
The BBC has been recognized by
the federal government department
of Environment and Climate Change
Canada as a ‘Community Nominated
Priority Place for Conservation.’
Sally Hammond, Silverton
for the Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society

No sticker by
the door

We owned a 12 x 64 two-bedroom
mobile home – older, but kept up – and
rented it out for 30 years. We paid taxes
on it every year for over 30 years. The
renter was leaving, so we sold our house
and property nearby and decided to sell
and move the old trailer and buy a newer
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one for ourselves to move onto the said
property.
We tried to sell the old mobile. The
RDCK wouldn’t let us – no sticker by the
door (mobile home registration number)!
We tried to move the trailer. We
couldn’t get a permit from the RDCK –
no sticker by the door!
Finally, we gave it away with the
four appliances and a nearly new wood
heater. The folks we gave it to couldn’t
get a permit to move it – the RDCK said,
“No sticker by the door.”
The only place we could move it was
to the dump and pay over $5,000 in dump
fees and then have to dismantle it. We
didn’t need a sticker by the door for this!
Suddenly, a blessing to us. A few
days after the renter left and as if by
magic, a mysterious fire burned it to
the ground – appliances and all. No one
got hurt; there was no insurance claim,
no investigation. The cost now to clean
up the site and haul the remains to the
dump: $1,300.
What a blessing to us.
What a curse on the RDCK in this
time of housing shortage and need. No
sticker by the door indeed.
Charles Maxfield
Nakusp

Response to
‘Nuclear power
a bad choice’

This is in response to the letter from
Rod Retzlaff in the last issue. Presently,
there is hardly a safer technology on this
planet than the nuclear power plants.
We can’t forever refer to a Soviet-era
Chernobyl 1953 graphite technology,
combined with an idiotic tyrannic
Communist party leader who ordered
disconnection of all safety features,
unopposed by fearful subordinates…
which led to the catastrophe, and
consequently to the fall of the tyrannic
system.
I myself was involved in nuclear
power plants, as an engineer. The present
technology is at least 1,000 times safer.
All parameters are secured with multiple
failure-proof backups, and even any
attempted extreme sabotage can only end
in complete shutdown. And there is no
nuclear waste. For example, if uranium
is concentrated to the rods at 8%, by
nuclear reaction it is reduced to 6%,
which used to be the waste. But now, by
reprocessing, 2% is added, and the rods
work like new again, in the indefinite
process that is 100% clean.
I am a big fan of solar energy.
My house has been running partly on
solar for over 10 years now. But this
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technology needs batteries. Lithium is
flammable, expensive, and needs rare
earth minerals... but a good start. There
are very clean, safe and cheap large
stationary batteries in progress, like iron
to iron-oxides conversion. Other safe
and inexpensive batteries suitable for
cars are becoming mainstream, too. But
electrical cars need charging stations and
the majority are powered by electricity
from coal-firing power plants. Nuclear
power is presently the perfect choice.
What we need is more people with
brains, heart, honesty, education, and
integrity… the key values of humanity.
Vlad Stuchlik
Nakusp

Freedom of
information
requests

The Pfizer whistleblower’s attorney
states that his client exposed the fact
that the Pfizer clinical trial was riddled
with errors and fraudulent and false
certifications.
Pfizer’s defense, presented in court,
is that the FDA knew about the fraud
and was in on it, therefore, there isn’t
any fraud.
Simple as that!
An FOI request has revealed that
Bonnie Henry was informed about
death and adverse reactions from the
COVID-19 injection as early as January
2021.
Yet she kept declaring that the
shots are “safe and effective” in order
to maintain the “safe and effective”
narrative.
“I am in the process of crafting
a response with our communication
department to try and mitigate the
harm,” she says, probably meaning the
harm done to the narrative and not to the
victims of the many adverse reactions to
the COVID injections.
The BC government COVID-19
information states that vaccines are
thoroughly tested for safety. How does
this happen? An information request has
shown that BCCDC reads and evaluates
all the trial information thoroughly
before approval. There is no clinical trial
done by BCCDC; they rely on Pfizer
or Moderna for the accuracy of the
information. Good for Pfizer, not for us.
Found in another FOI request, Dr.
Clare Craig reviews the data that Pfizer
presented to the FDA from their vaccine
trials on children from six months to four
years old.
“There is an awful lot about this
trial that has shocked me and I think
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will shock you too. Fully two-thirds of
the children enlisted into this trial did
not make it through the end of the trial,
which meant that in the end they had
ignored 97% of the COVID that occurred
during the trial. There were 12 children
who had COVID twice and all but one
of them were vaccinated, mostly with
three doses.”
Dr. Naomi Wolf has gathered
3,000 volunteers to analyze the Pfizer
documents produced by the FDA in
Freedom of Information Act litigation.
They have already issued 17 reports.
See DailyClout.io. Some ‘lowlights’:
A baby die-off is happening in vaccinated
pregnant mothers all around the world.
On the other hand, pregnant women were
excluded from all trials. The clinical
study was done with 44 female rats by
scientists that were employed by Pfizer
and BioNTech.
In my opinion, if you are going to
get the injection for you or your baby,
you are part of a crime.
Wulf Mense
Winlaw

Going fast or
going far

Thank you, New Denver!! Well over
100 people so far have signed petitions
that ask New Denver Village staff and
council to build an all-wheels skills
park, but to reconsider displacing the
current users of the south dike. Not bad
for a village with a population of 473
(according to StatsCan). One petition
asks to discuss placing the all-wheels
skills park closer to the school, across
from the housing project. The other
petition asks if they would keep the
current boundaries of the off-leash park.
This council has done so much for
New Denver in the last three some years
– too much to list here. For all that they
have done, we are only asking for one
very small change. Build the all-wheels
skills park. But, build it together with
the rest of the community. There is an
African proverb: “If you want to go
fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go
together.”
Here is a condensed list of our
attempts to work with Village staff and
council so far.
We presented council, last December,
with a proposal to share the south dike
with the bike park so the off-leash users
wouldn’t need to be displaced or require
the construction of a new off-leash area.
More than 20 people left a ‘We
Support Our Dog Park’ card when they
bought their Village dog tags.
Dozens of letters/emails from
residents have been sent to councillors
or mayor or CAO requesting that they
consider sharing the south dike.
North Slocan Trails Society sent a
letter to the Village asking to meet with
the Village to discuss sharing the south
dike with other the other users.
A dozen residents spoke at a council
meeting on March 8 to ask council to
consider meeting with the current and
future users of the south dike to discuss
options. Another 40+ residents attended
the council meeting on April 12.
continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
The New Denver and Area Housing
Society sent a letter to the North Slocan
Trails Society, asking if they would
consider building the all-wheels skills
park on the land in front of the housing
project (where recycling is now).
A letter, signed by 86 residents,
was sent to council, mayor and CAO,
outlining our position and asking to
discuss options.
We will continue to ask Village staff
and council if they will sit down and talk
to us. Next steps? Continue to collect
signatures and present the petitions
when council votes on a new animal
control bylaw.
See you there.
Danika Hammond, Heather Fox,
Kathy Hartman
New Denver

A different lens

This is a response to ‘’Tis a
puzzlement’ in the June 2 issue, and to a
few other recent letters.
It is encouraging to see how over the
past few months, a lot of people who had
not questioned the mainstream narrative
are beginning to do so. Often, we don’t
see something that is obvious to others
until it affects us personally. A person
might completely dismiss the possibility
of vaccine injury being a real thing, for
instance, until it happens to someone they
know. Or it might be a transportation
policy affecting one’s neighbours that
sparks the questioning. The point in
common is, “Why are people I trusted
as authorities doing things that cause
harm?” Logically this may be followed
by, “And why, once this is pointed out,
do they not stop?”
I can’t say why this policy – a
COVID shot mandate for bus drivers at
a time when passengers are not asked to
show their status – is being implemented,
but I can address it as an example of
COVID policy in general over the past
27 (gulp!) months.
Viewed through a lens we might call
‘coincidence theory,’ this policy indeed
makes no sense, nor do a lot of others. If
you try looking through a different lens,
though, it all makes perfect sense. This is
that lens: COVID policy has never been
about health. It has always been about
control. Look through that lens at much
of what has happened since late winter
2020 and things appear very different.
Sure, it’s still a lens, but through which
lens can you see more clearly?
The history and structure of what
has allowed this to happen are very
complicated and take time to grasp. So
is the conditioning not to believe any of
this. Picture a room in which a dozen
kittens are left all day with a dozen balls
of yarn. Any place you begin to untangle
is as good as another – just pick a strand
and start following it where it leads you.
Betrayal is one of the hardest
experiences for anyone to recover
from, and we have been betrayed in
an absolutely colossal way. The world
will never be the same again. I firmly
believe that it will be better than before,
but now it is in an intense healing crisis.
I have empathy for anyone who is just
beginning to figure this out. One thing

I can say as comfort is that those who
are beginning to scratch their heads in
puzzlement are definitely not alone.
There is an enormous and fast-growing
tribe waiting to welcome you.
I close with a quote from Wallace
Stevens: “After the final no there comes
a yes, and on that yes, the future of the
world depends.”
Lisa Ross
Kaslo

Eating habits
can help climate
change

I am becoming increasingly
concerned about climate change and
there are many things that we can do as
citizens to help the situation. One thing
we need to do is to become much more
aware of how, what, and how much
we eat.
A good first step is to ‘grow your
own,’ if possible. Gardening helps the
environment and nothing tastes better
than 10-metre produce! If gardening is
an impossibility, try to support a local
farmer. There are weekly produce
subscriptions that can be purchased
and buying local produce available at
your local store is a very important step
to take. It lessens the impact of fuel
consumption and supply chains, as well
as giving support to local businesses.
Eating foods that are in season is also a
wise choice. Importing expensive fruits
and vegetables that are not in season has
a big impact on energy consumption.
With the cost of food rising so
rapidly, my first thought is that I could
certainly reduce how much I am eating.
Many North Americans eat a lot more
than they need to in order to sustain their
health. Lots of us eat because we enjoy
it, not because we need as much as we
are consuming. Think about whether this
is true for you.
Canadians waste an incredible
amount of food by letting it go to waste.
I have read that in developing countries
the most food waste comes during
distribution. In developed countries like
ours, most waste occurs in households.
A good plan is to see what needs to be
used from your fridge and cook with
it before it becomes compost. This
also encourages creativity in meal
preparation.
Consider eating vegetarian. This
greatly reduces the number of greenhouse
gases created from raising and feeding
animals as well as the transportation
involved in getting these products to
market. Many of us are not going to make
that choice, but we can certainly reduce
the amount of meat that we do eat. I have
started to cut my meat consumption by
50% in the last three months and I have
found that I don’t even notice the change.
It allows me to consume less and I do feel
that I’m doing something worthwhile for
the planet. I also try to eat vegetarian food
about 50% of the time. There are plenty
of new plant-based meats and dairy items
now readily available in supermarkets.
We can give them a try.
The Earth is in a crisis situation.
Food choices can have a big impact on

what shows up at local stores and how
required changes unfold. “You can’t do
everything but you can do something.”
Thinking mindfully about what we eat
is something that WE ALL can do. I
encourage everyone to find a place to
purchase local products, try a plant-based
protein product, use up the produce at
home before purchasing more, and try
eating meatless once or twice per week
to begin. Anyone interested in learning
more about climate change and what
individuals can do might be interested in
joining the Kaslo Climate Action Team.
The address for KCAT is kcat4climate@
gmail.com.
Catherine McCormick
Kaslo

Crash test
dummies

The Bank of Canada and the Federal
Reserve, the central banks of two
respectable countries, are working in
the dark. The world economy is so
complicated that even these logic and
number freaks cannot wrap their heads
around the highest inflation in 40 years.
A lot of them were babies when the
1980s had a meltdown of high interest
rates.
I remember growing up in Grand
Forks in the 1980s and witnessing
double-digit inflation of 16%. Some
people left the house keys on the table
for the bank, since the payments were
not worth the asset. Banks don’t want
physical assets – they want the sweat off
your brow or back in the form of abstract
MONEY. Banks also hope you keep the
faith in the central bank that they can
cure the ills of the economy. Problem
is, the world economy is beyond the
mental grasp of the new generation of
economists. They have only seen rock
bottom inflation rates of 2% and a bank
rate near zero. Cheap money is great
for rich people – they can leverage that
money and build an asset and make a
tidy profit.
About the only tool in the
economist’s kit is to raise interest rates
to the point that demand falls a lot. The
talk of a soft landing with this technique
is laughable. Brace yourself for a severe
recession and possibly a prolonged
depression in the coming years. These
policy wonks are scared and clueless,
like an elk in the headlights. As that elk
of an economy smashes into policy and
government, the managers so to speak,
who are VERY well paid for what they
do, are failing all Canadians badly.
As the Canadian economy pulls
over to the side of the road with a totaled,
steaming, hissing, smashed front end
and damaged passengers, there is only
awe and disbelief that this could have
happened to some of the richest nations
ever to dwell on earth.
A lot of economics is abstract
and downright silly. These economic
fools believe in infinite growth on
a finite planet. Goods and people’s
attitudes of money are considered
externalities to be waved around as
required to get the columns to add up.
But now things are not adding up with
a war in Europe, COVID pandemic,

5

dysfunctional governments on the verge
of democratic collapse, and faith in
government receding like the glaciers.
Hardly anyone voted in Ontario’s
election – only 43% of eligible voters,
a record low. If people lose faith in
government and money, then a domino
effect of calamities will soon crush us.
High unemployment, a weak dollar,
high fuel costs, and possibly the return
of double-digit inflation will strangle the
economy. A beast called stagflation will
sniff around, where growth is stagnant,
yet inflation is bounding ever higher,
stomping on your measly pay cheque,
if you are lucky enough to have a job.
This will bring on the many strikes
I also remember in my youth: the mill
workers, the teachers, public sector
workers, eventually a general strike

almost occurred in response to bad
government throwing people’s rights
under the bus. The BC government of
the day, headed by Bill Bennett, back
tracked their mean legislation and
conservatism took a beating by the
people – when people actually voted.
Would 80,000 people take to the
streets of Vancouver as was done
in 1983 to protest the audacious
conservative government? I sincerely
doubt that, as people are asleep at their
cell phone and shrug their shoulders at
the elk in the headlights. The economic
problems are huge and our government
is definitely not up to the complicated
task of controlling inflation and keeping
Canadian families above water.
Nick Chatten
Crescent Valley

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Trustee Steve Gascon wants the
school board to consider expanding
its four-day school week. He made
a motion for the board to investigate
the idea of moving the four-day week
beyond the district’s southern zone,
where it is now in place.
He said the issue has come up in
conversations a number of times, and
it was time to start looking at the issue
more thoroughly.
“We should look at all the facets,
consult with all the stakeholders, make
a decision based on facts, and the best
possible education outcome for all
students in our district,” he said. “We
made the decision to have a four-day
week in the southern school zone for a
reason. So I’d like to investigate what
are those reasons, and would they
work for our other zones.”
He said he understands that it
could cause problems operationally,
but “nothing that can’t be overcome,”
he said. Gascon said with the new
daycare facility being set up at Nakusp
Elementary, now was a good time to
review the idea.
The board didn’t get into any
details on the issue, but approved a
plan to ask staff to do preliminary
research, and scope out a timeline for
consultation and policy development.
Staff will bring a report back on
the process for the September board
meeting. No changes would happen
for at least a year, Gascon said.

service is being delivered.
One of those studies was finished
two years ago, but because of COVID
the district held off making any
changes to the routes or catchment
areas.
“Since that time, enrolment
changes, increasing student ridership
on certain bus routes, and growth
in residential areas outside of the
main communities have added to
the need to revisit and consider the
recommendations from the analysis,”
said a staff report to trustees.
While the Province doesn’t
provide funding for transportation,
board policy considers bussing a
“fundamental service,” and the district
remains committed to providing
safe, sustainable, and efficient
transportation, the report states.
Staff will spend the summer going
over the 2020 recommended changes
again, and told trustees they could
expect a report on the issue for the
September board meeting.

Nakusp Secondary School will
see $1.7 million spent on upgrades
to its heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems under
two different programs this year. The
work is expected to be tendered out
this summer, with completion by
March 2023.

Candidates wanted

SD10 school board, June 21:
A four-day school week?

NSS gets HVAC upgrades

Transportation study

About 300 SD 10 students get to
school every morning by bus – more
than half of the student body.
The district regularly reviews the
program and the routes, to ensure
the most efficient and cost-effective

Breaking even

The school district’s finances
are holding steady. Chief Financial
Officer Michael McLellan told the
board as of May 31, the district had
spent 90% of its amended budget.
That’s about the same as last year.
In the prior year, the district ran a
surplus, he noted, but this year there
is one additional pay period in June.
Since there will be more spending in
June, the district is now expected to
run a roughly balanced budget this
year, he said.
Want to make a difference in
education in your community? If
you’ve been thinking of getting
more involved in guiding education
policy, now’s the time to get serious.
School board elections are being held
on October 15 in conjunction with
municipal elections. If you’d like to
run, the nomination period is from
August 23 to September 9. For more
information, visit the BC School
Trustee Association website. Google
their how-to on running, ‘Putting
Students First.’
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Doc shortage prompts changes to West Kootenay cancer care

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Cancer patients in the West
Kootenay are going to have to rely
more on their family doctor for
management of their case, says an
Interior Health official.
Lannon DeBest told a meeting
of the West Kootenay-Boundary
Regional Hospital District board
of directors in June that a doctor
shortage has prompted a change in
the region’s cancer treatment system.
One of the region’s medical
oncologists retired last year, and
the second just last month. No
replacement has been found for
either, despite an extensive search,
DeBest said.
“Efforts to recruit medial
oncology specialists, in partnership
with BC Cancer Agency, have
been unsuccessful,” he told the
WKBRHD directors. “We are not
unique in our challenges to recruit
medical oncologists. There are
demands in every community that
employs a medical oncologist,
including Kelowna, Victoria, and

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

Vancouver – throughout the entire
province.”

New system

That has prompted a need to
restructure cancer care in the region.
DeBest says the “journey of care” for
a West Kootenay cancer patient has
now changed.
“The journey now will
incorporate your family doctor or
nurse practitioner more than it has in
the past,” he said. Previously those
who presented to their family doctor
with cancer symptoms would be
referred directly to the two regional
oncologists.
“Under this new model, the GP
will order new diagnostic tests to
obtain what’s called a ‘diagnosis of
tissues’… to determine what kind of
cancer it is,” said DeBest. “Once that
is known, the patients will be referred
to the BC Cancer Center in Kelowna,

where they will receive a consultation
with a medical oncologist based in
Kelowna. Sometimes that will be in
person, sometime virtually.
“The consultation will be
as in-depth as in the past and in
conversation with the patient, there
will be a decision about a treatment
plan.”
If someone is going to receive
chemotherapy or other systemic
therapy, those will still be provided in
Trail and Grand Forks, DeBest said.
Other ongoing care would be shared
among the eight general practice
oncology specialists in the region.
But what about someone who
doesn’t have a family doctor?
“There is a mechanism being put
in place to ensure there is a net that
catches those individuals who are
currently unattached to a doctor,”
DeBest said. “Work is underway…

the issue of attaching an individual
with a complex chronic medical
condition is not something we are
unaccustomed to…
“In short, a process and
discussion is happening regularly
to ensure those individuals don’t get
lost,” he said, with a system in place
for prioritizing patients who are
waiting and wanting a doctor.
“Based on a diagnosis, the
physician can manipulate the wait
list in an effort to ensure those with
the highest need get first access to a
primary care provider,” he said.
The new system is now ‘going
live,’ DeBest told the board’s
directors.
“This is moving, and the team
is working to work out the bugs,”
he said. “At the end of the day, we
are still committed to providing the
best possible care as close to home

that we can.”
DeBest said medical staff have
been working to ensure that the exact
same level of cancer care can be
delivered in all three of the region’s
hospitals that provide cancer care.
Directors at the meeting thanked
DeBest and staff for coming up with
the new system.
“I really sincerely appreciate
the efforts IH is going to, to deliver
this type of care as close to home as
possible,” said Silverton councillor
Leah Main. “Because obviously
the option is to ship everyone to
Kelowna or Vancouver, and that’s
not acceptable.”
Meanwhile, DeBest said the
recruitment for new medical
oncologists continues. Should a
medical oncologist be hired, the
new system would be reviewed and
adjusted.

pot grown in Kaslo and in Ymir.
“We’re constrained with what we
can bring in because the Province of
BC is the wholesaler, so we have to
bring in what they make available
to us, but we’re very responsive
to people’s requests,” James said.
“Sometimes it just takes a bit of
research.”
Serena says she thinks the shop
is attractive to people who have
been curious about pot, but had no
avenue to buy it before it was legal.
“I grew up in this valley and I was a
really big nerd, so I wasn’t in places
it was present,” she said. “So I’ve
enjoyed learning about it, and I really
understand that people appreciate

being able to walk into a store and
ask questions from someone who
is knowledgeable about the product
– the percentage of THC and CBD,
for example.”
The store has five staffpeople
who are very knowledgeable about
cannabis, James says – two familiar
faces from Evergreen and three new
staff.
When naming the store,
Serena says they were looking for
something unique. “Abraxas means
different things to different people
– the excellent Santana album or the
famous coffee shop in Amsterdam,
so it’s a nod to the old-school world
of cannabis,” she said.

Abraxas is located where the
Everbean Café used to be, on the
upper level of Evergreen. The kitchen
is still intact, and all café items except
special coffees are available in the
store. James and Serena are planning
a big renovation that will expand the
store’s square footage and create a
new produce department and café.
“There’s no timeline on that yet,”
James said. “It’s going to be big and
disruptive, and we have to save up
for it!”
Throughout the summer, Abraxas
is open until 11 am-8 pm MondayThursday, 11 am-9 pm on Friday, 10
am-9 pm on Saturday, and 11 am-7
pm on Sunday.

Slocan Valley’s first pot shop is open for business
by Jan McMurray
The Slocan Valley’s first pot shop
opened on June 10. Called ‘Abraxas,’
the cannabis retail shop is located at
Evergreen Natural Foods in Crescent
Valley, and owners James Mattson
and Serena Mason say they’ve had
a very positive and heart-warming
response from the community.
“We’re really grateful to the
community for being so open-minded
and giving us a chance,” said James.
“We’re not legacy pot growers –
we’re enthusiasts – and we saw a
way we could serve the community.”
When ordering the cannabis for
the store, James says they are looking
first for locally grown, second for
organic, and then for BC-grown
cannabis. They also bring in product
from farther afield “if it’s something
people love.”
“People are definitely asking for
local,” he says, adding that they are
looking forward to the local cannabis
processing plant opening, which they
have heard will be this fall. In the
meantime, he says Abraxas carries

No Boat — No
Problem

4 Beach Tours on Kootenay Lake

Check out the best private beaches on the West Arm
(4 ppl Max)
Bring your beer n frisbee!
Starting at $199.00

Sailing Master Class on Slocan Lake

3 Classes from a Master Capt (43 years exp)
Certification Available
2 hours each Class = 6 hours – $349, 1 person $499, 2ppl (tax inc)

Slocan Lake Sail Tour

Caves, rivers, fun & Private Beach drop $175.00

Call 250-354-9268
kootenaycatamaran@gmail.com

PFDs and Boats included
(Boston Whaler & Sea Spray Catamaran)

Abraxas, the Slocan Valley’s first cannabis retail store, opened June 10 at Evergreen Natural Foods in Crescent Valley.

RDCK takes steps to protect new development from wildfires
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Protecting new homes and properties
from wildfires is going to be hard-wired
into the regional government’s planning
process.
The board voted at its last board
meeting to begin development of a
Wildfire Development Permit Area
across the regional district.
A Wildfire DPA would require
developers to design their developments
– from land subdivision to building
construction – in a way that reduces
the risk associated with wildfire and
that strengthens community resilience
to natural hazards and climate change.
“The WFDPA will seek to
take a pragmatic approach in its
implementation through the utilization

of clear and transparent guidelines that
achieve wildfire risk mitigation while
not being overly onerous for property
owners and developers,” a staff report
says.
There will be flexibility in
implementation of the DPA, the report
notes – some electoral areas may not
implement the WFDPA immediately.
The project will include a public
engagement strategy to build awareness
about the WFDPA and other FireSmart
initiatives, including a community
survey, stakeholder workshops, social
media posts and community displays.
The campaign will begin this summer.
“Living near the great outdoors
comes with great responsibility,” is one
of the project’s sample messages. “You
can help protect our natural environment

and all it has to offer by following
FireSmart principles.”
The RDCK received about $94,000
from a provincial program to pay for the
development of the WFDPA, which was
contracted out to Kelowna-based Urban
Systems, a planning consultant. Urban
Systems will present a ‘What We Heard’
report in September. The final DPA is
expected to be ready for adoption in
early 2023.
“Effectively reducing the risks
associated with wildfires is a crucial
component in building community
resilience to natural hazards and climate
change,” says the staff report. “Dollars
spent on wildfire prevention generally
lead to a significantly larger cost savings
when compared to the dollars spent on
emergency response.”
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Joerg Becker photography showing at the Eldorado
by Jan McMurray
During the pandemic, New Denver
resident and wildlife photographer Joerg
Becker found his sanity in nature. A
collection of the photos he took during
this time is now showing at the Eldorado
until July 15.
“Wildlife photography is my passion
– it’s what I love to do,” said Becker. “I
spend hours if not days trying to get the
right shot. It takes a lot of patience.”
People are invited to check out the
show and relax with a good cup of coffee
and homemade snacks at the new venue
in downtown New Denver. He is also
offering printing and framing services
for his own photos as well as for any
photographs brought in by the public.
Becker, an avid traveller, taught
himself photography while on his
adventures. Recently retired from
operating a bicycle touring company,
Becker is now concentrating on his
photography.

“This is the perfect place for it,”
he said. “We have an amazing wildlife
corridor right here, between New
Denver and Kaslo. That’s where I go
very often, and I see wildlife there
every time.”
Becker has had two shows at the
Hidden Garden Gallery in recent years,
and was encouraged by the response.
“So many local people came and really
enjoyed my photography – and I love
sharing it with the community,” he says.
When he ran the bicycle tours, he
said they would often find a cozy art
gallery with a coffee shop in the small
communities they rode through. Last
year, he attended an event at the new
Eldorado building in New Denver, and
it reminded him of the galleries he and
his guests so enjoyed on the tours.
“It’s a very appealing space – bright,
with good light, white walls, and a coffee
bar! For years, I thought it would be nice
to have a place where people can come

see my photos, and the new Eldorado
is perfect.”
The new building is named after
the original grocery store that stood in

submitted
Summer is upon us and SLAC is
gearing up with amazing programs and
concerts for everyone.
Who is SLAC? Formerly the
Silverton Gallery Society, the Slocan
Lake Arts Council (SLAC) is an
organization committed to keeping arts
and culture alive and accessible for local
and visiting communities. The venue

formerly known as the Silverton Gallery
has also been rebranded as the Slocan
Lake Arts Centre to better represent
all the spaces this incredible historic
building has to offer.
As part of the rebranding exercise,
SLAC hired local artist Roni Jurgensen
to design a new dynamic logo that
represents the organization’s varied
artistic offerings for the community and

visitors alike.
“We are very excited to release our
new logo,” says Martine denBok, SLAC
president. “It’s one of the ﬁnal steps in
the arts council’s rebranding process
and we hope it renews community
interest and represents more accurately
who we are, and what we have to offer.
What a great way to kick off a brand
new season!”
SLAC has a full schedule of music
and art throughout the summer, and
programming will extend to the fall.

submitted
The Hidden Garden Gallery’s 2022
summer season is in full swing, and July
shows the depth and breadth of West
Kootenay talent.
Local artist Roni Jurgensen opened
the dynamic season with ‘Murmuration,’
a collection of paintings and sculpture. A
reception with live music will be held at
the gallery on Saturday, July 2 from 7 to
9 pm with a cappella voicing from the
Barn Harmonics Choir. The show closes
on Sunday, July 3.
The gallery welcomes Jeremy Down
from July 5 to 10. Down has been
painting and showing since the early
1990s. His work has exhibited coast to
coast in Canada, the Arctic, New York
City, and Central America.
This exhibit is part of an ongoing
series of shaped canvasses which began
in New Denver in 2001. Nature fills
Down with a sense of wonder, of things
bigger than himself and out of his
control. Down describes his paintings
as going beyond the visual experience,
reflecting an awareness of mortality,
consciousness, and the mechanics of
daily human life.
A reception, with live musicians,
will be held Friday evening, July 8.
From July 12 to 17, the gallery
features a sampling from Linda Dixon’s
textile art journey. Her show, ‘Now and
Then’ touches on elements from her
journey. It all started as a teen making
a pair of hippie pants from her greatgrandmother’s satin tablecloth. Later,
as a Textile Arts student, she won an
international study grant that took her
to Mexico.
The joys of Mexico informed the
colour choices and designs she then began

to use. Dixon made most of her living
producing and selling various textile
creations, making theatre costumes,
and doing conservation projects for
museums. Recently Dixon has found
herself again working with used linen
tablecloths, printing and fashioning them
into clothing – completing that particular
circle, it seems.
The Hidden Garden Gallery is
located at 112 Slocan Ave. The gallery
will be open 10 am-3 pm, TuesdaySunday. For more information, visit
hiddengardengallery.ca.

this location for nearly 75 years. The
Eldorado has both indoor and outdoor
event space, and is available to artists,
musicians, educators and culinarians

7
who want to improve the community’s
health and prosperity.
More
info:
www.
JoergBeckerPhotography.com.

The wildlife photography of Joerg Becker is showing at the Eldorado in downtown New Denver.

Slocan Lake Arts Council announces new logo and summer programs, concerts

New Denver’s Hidden Garden Gallery
showcasing artistic diversity in July

Summer activities

Looking for fun and affordable
activities? From making colourful
sun catchers to tie-dye shirts and bath
bombs, SLAC offers a variety of
workshops to get your creative juices
ﬂowing. Artist and teacher Margot
Baker will offer ceramics, fused glass,
and sustainable living workshops in
July and August. Do you feel the need
to move? Free your mind and revel in
the power of dance with Val Campbell in
two evenings of 5 Rhythms Free Dance.
After a very successful pilot season
in 2021, the Art Excursions series by

Petra Hekkenberg is set to become
a yearly adventurous and diverse
program for people of all abilities and
ages. Guided by professional artists,
participants explore different art forms
in the outdoors. The ﬁrst art excursion
of this year will kick off on July 23 with
‘Hike & Draw’ for adults. There will be
four family excursions on Wednesday
mornings in August, and several adult
excursions throughout the summer.
Be sure and take advantage of
these unique and creative programs
for yourself or for the whole family.
Go to slocanlakeartscouncil.ca for the
schedule and further details and how
to register.

Summer performances

Looking for Saturday evening
entertainment? Every weekend starting
July 2 at 7:30 pm, SLAC will host the
Sunset Concerts series on the arts centre
lawn in Silverton. The concerts will run
July through August. Bring snacks, a
blanket and/or lawn chair and enjoy
the sweet sounds of music brought to
you by a variety of local and touring
musicians, all summer long. The series

concludes with a double feature evening
on September 3 with a ‘Summer Blues
Boogie,’ a fundraiser in conjunction
with the Valhalla Fine Arts Society.

Supporting local artisans

If you’re looking for other ways
to support our local artisans, the arts
centre is proud to announce the opening
of Silver Linings Gallery and Gift
Shop – a market space that will feature
a variety of creations and wares from
local artisans. From paintings to pottery,
jewellery and crafts, there will be
something for everyone to celebrate
and support the incredible artists who
call Slocan Valley their home.
The arts council has been working
hard in the past year to improve the
arts centre venue space with its theatre,
workshop, and art gallery spaces. Either
the whole centre or its components
are available for rental to groups or
individuals. If you’re looking for a venue
for your next event, contact SLAC for
details: slocanlakeartscouncil@gmail.
com.
More information:
slocanlakeartscouncil.ca.
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Caring for Upper Columbia conservation from New Denver: Nadine Raynolds
submitted by Nicole Trigg, Kootenay
Conservation Program
A priority area in the larger
Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation
Initiative (Y2Y) geography, the Upper
Columbia region is characterized by its
healthy grizzly bear populations, higher
densities of wolverine, old-growth
forests and rare mountain caribou.
Home to one of the world’s only inland
temperate rainforests, research shows
the Upper Columbia – with its high
alpine peaks and deep snowpacks –
will be an important refuge for many
different species as the impacts of
climate change intensify.
“It’s a significant ecosystem that
plays a big role in large landscape
conservation, so Y2Y has chosen to
put energy and effort here and has been
able to fundraise to do that because
it’s recognized on a global scale,” says
Nadine Raynolds. “Those ecological
values also tell you the story of the
issues that we have here.”
As the Upper Columbia program
manager for Y2Y, Nadine’s conservation
focus is on the North Purcell and NorthCentral Selkirk ranges of the Columbia
Mountains, where, over and above
climate change, threats include forestry
impacts from logging and road building,
substantial loss of old-growth, as well as
adventure tourism and recreation.
“As a science-based and
collaborative organization, we work
with a wide range of researchers
and partners,” said Nadine. “One of
the recent projects is a study on the
ecosystem services provided by the
region. The Upper Columbia is a major
hot spot when it comes to carbon storage
and freshwater provision.”
Y2Y is currently working with
researchers at UNBC on a recreation
ecology project that is trying to
understand the intensity of human use
on the landscape and overlay that with
wildlife habitat and use. Ideally, this
research will feed into land use planning
and management decisions, allowing
for healthy wildlife and recreation
areas. Nadine also works directly with
the three wolverine scientists in the
Columbia Basin, helping to coordinate
outreach for their citizen science work,
and teach people how to be ‘wildlife
wise’ in the backcountry.
“One of the things we have been
advocating for is a modernized land use
planning process for this region,” said
Nadine. “To see Indigenous peoples
and the Province work together, along
with communities and stakeholders,
to make informed and great decisions

that will allow both people and wildlife
to thrive.”
Working with Selkirk Innovates,
one of Y2Y’s initiatives is to support
communities in getting ready to engage
in land use planning.
Nadine’s passion for environmental
advocacy and education goes back to
her childhood in BC’s Lower Fraser
Valley where she spent summers on
canoe trips and hiking excursions. She
recalls writing songs about the earth
in elementary school and joining the
environmental and outdoor clubs in high
school. Her involvement organizing a
youth conference on global awareness
in Grade 9 was a harbinger of her career
to come.
Nadine first learned about Y2Y
after moving to Alberta to complete
her BSc in Environmental Science at
the University of Calgary.
“I was inspired and impressed
by the vision, and as a budding youth
environmentalist, appreciated the
opportunity to learn from and advocate
alongside some of Y2Y’s leaders.”
While in Calgary, she started a
chapter of the Sierra Youth Coalition,
which hosted some of the first
environmental activist conferences in
Alberta in the late ’90s. After graduation,
she moved to Canmore where she
worked as the campaign coordinator
with Wildcanada.net, which gave her
the opportunity to research issues and
partner in the development and delivery
of strategic communications for many
conservation campaigns.
Shortly after completing her
MA in Environmental Education
and Communication at Royal Roads
University several years later, her
husband landed a teaching position in
New Denver in 2006 and Nadine finally
was able to realize her dream of living in
the Kootenays. Based in her new home
office, she developed her thesis project
from concept to reality and, as founder
and director of the Redfish School of
Change, she managed this innovative
experiential field school for young
environmental leaders for five years.
From there Nadine went on to
become a researcher with Selkirk’s
College Applied Research and
Innovation Centre, a position that
overlapped with her time as a municipal
councillor in New Denver for two terms
(“it was a really nice meshing”), before
joining Y2Y. At the time her position
was fairly new with just one person in
the role before her.
“I think something I’ve brought to
the organization from my work in the

social sciences is the research around
people,” said Nadine. “In conservation
work, we talk a lot about grizzlies and
caribou and wolverines, but this is also
really about people and our impact and
our choices, whether we’re going to be
stewards on this landscape.”
While forestry, adventure tourism
and recreation are currently very
real threats to the Upper Columbia’s
ecological values, Nadine says it’s
important to offer people in those
industries some sense of security and a

way to imagine how they can contribute
to a more sustainable or “naturepositive” economy. Y2Y commissioned
research on emerging economic
opportunities for the Upper Columbia,
which offers several recommendations.
With land-based reconciliation
and Indigenous-led conservation as
priorities, Y2Y’s Exploring Ethical
Space workshops bring together the best
of Western science and knowledge and
the best of Indigenous law and story to
help create shared understandings and a

foundation for finding solutions together.
“Supporting Indigenous and rural
communities in the Y2Y region is
central to our work,” said Nadine.
“When applying an Indigenous world
view, do we say land use planning or
land relationship planning? Let’s think
about our relationship to the land and
how we’re going to listen to and uphold
these laws that for so very long allowed
for harmony on the landscape.”
Learn more, visit: https://y2y.net/
work/hot-projects/upper-columbia/

Nadine Raynolds of New Denver is the Upper Columbia program manager for the Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative (Y2Y).

Students help restore Snk’mip Marsh
submitted
A group of students from WE
Graham Community School got some
hands-on training recently in how to
help restore an important wetland in
the Slocan Valley.
The grades 2-4 class from the
Slocan school spent their time during
the field trip to the Snk’mip Marsh
planting native grass seeds. The
mixture of seven grass types was
chosen for the specific conditions at
the marsh, which is at the headwaters
of Slocan Lake near Hills.
When the class arrived, they got to
work right away. The students planted
and raked seeds into the rocky dirt to
help feed the local wildlife and keep
the wetlands thriving and healthy.
To start the planting bee, the
kids met with Amber Peters from
the Valhalla Foundation for Ecology,
the group that has been working to
restore the marsh to health after it was
degraded by human activity.
The class learned a lot about
why the wetlands are so important.
For example, wetlands act like a
sponge and help prevent flooding.

Wetlands also clean the water that
humans, plants, and animals depend
on. Wetlands act as nurseries for
many animals to have their young, and
Snk’mip Marsh Sanctuary provides
a corridor for wildlife to migrate in
between Goat Range and Valhalla
Provincial Parks.
“You can also help the wetlands
to save nature,” said students Elsea
Millership and Marinus Schlichting
Thoma. “Don’t throw your garbage
in nature, and protect the wild places

like Snk’mip Marsh.”
When the class visited Snk’mip
Marsh last fall, they saw no animals
except for a couple of birds. On
this field trip, they saw hundreds
of animals at home in the marsh,
including salamanders, frogs, and
snakes.
The field trip was also funded by
Wildsight environmental education,
with educator Genna Lazier leading
pond-dipping activities to help the
kids get hands-on with their learning.

Elsea Millership, Marinus Schlichting Thoma, and Bram Deighton, excited to help restore the marsh
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New Denver council, June 14: Galena Trail cable car soon to be operational
by Kathy Hartman
Galena Trail cable car
The cable car on the Galena
Trail will be ready for use in July,
reported Councillor Gerald Wagner,
council’s rep on the Rosebery Trails
& Parklands Commission. He said
the new car will be a bit bigger than
the old one, but not quite big enough
for adaptive riders.

artifacts. The plan is to cover the
garden area with topsoil and grass,
place concrete pavers along the east
edge closest to the museum, install
a small section of iron track on top
of the pavers, and secure an ore
car and other artifacts on the track.
The project will give the museum
more space to display artifacts and
will eliminate the labour-intensive
garden upkeep work. The Village
will keep the grass mowed.
The project will likely be done
in the fall, and the rose bushes and
other plants will be available to
residents at that time. Stay tuned
for details.

Health Network meeting.

Gym survey and update

The Silvery Slocan Historical
Society was not successful in its grant
applications over the last two years
to replace the rose garden outside
the museum with artifacts and lowmaintenance plants. However, the
society’s board of directors would
like to go ahead with a revised
version of the project, and, as the
garden is on the Village boulevard,
asked the Village for its support and
assistance. Council agreed to have
Public Works remove the plants that
are there now, prepare the site, plant
grass there, and help with placing

Emergency department 24/7
hours have been restored at the
Slocan Community Health Centre.
However, a new nurse practitioner,
scheduled to begin in June, is not
coming. Councillor Colin Moss
will bring up the shortage of nurse
practitioners at the next BC Rural

A survey about the gym at the
Slocan Community Health Centre
was sent out to the 69 people who
have purchased memberships so
far this year, and the approximately
40 members in 2019 (the last year
before the pandemic forced the gym
to close). The purpose of the survey
is to help Recreation Commission
6 “make decisions that best suit as
many users as possible.”
Councillor Fyke, the Village’s
representative on Rec 6, explained
that there is new fitness equipment
at the gym, and it doesn’t all fit in
the front room. Some of it has been
placed in the court space, where
activities such as fitness classes and
basketball games have occurred in
the past. There are also old hospital
beds in the court space, but those will
be removed shortly.
Fyke also reported that instructors
of registered group programs at the
gym may need to purchase their own

submitted
A fundraiser in New Denver
is going to support the ongoing
maintenance and preservation of
the gardens at the Pavilion, the
Slocan Community Health Centre’s
seniors’ care facility.
The garage sale on July 8 and
9 at 1118 Kildare Street is a chance
to help keep the gardens alive – and
maybe get a treasure or two for
yourself!

Gardens have been used as
places for healing since the Middle
Ages and today they have become
an important part of hospitals,
rehabilitation centers, and nursing
homes.
Many of the Pavilion residents
who need the special care provided
here were once avid gardeners. The
sights, sounds and smells in the
garden can trigger memories, soothe
agitation, stimulate conversation,

and alleviate the boredom of a
never-changing scene or routine.
The gardens provide a place
for residents to safely enjoy the
outdoors while spending time with
their family, friends or volunteer
visitors.
The oldest memorial is an
ornamental cherry tree planted in
1946 by the Japanese community.
Residents are able to enjoy the
gardens from their window or the

submitted
The Slocan Valley Housing
Society is looking for a piece of
property to start working on a new
affordable housing project in the
Slocan Valley.
The society is looking for someone
to donate land – or contribute money
to help the non-profit buy the perfect
property.
The society’s next project will be
a 10- to 12-unit building with a mix of
one to three bedrooms, and will offer
housing for families and single folk,
as well as seniors.
“There’s a huge need for more
affordable housing in our valley,” says
Julian Ross, the SVHS second vicepresident. “Rental rates, if you can
even find a place, are climbing and, at

a certain point, some valley residents
are forced to leave this beautiful valley
we call home. Our goal is to provide
affordable, safe and comfortable
housing for people of all ages.”
Both the society’s current
buildings, Passmore Lodge and
Slocan City Suites, are for seniors.
They’re fully occupied, and officials
say the waiting list keeps growing.
“Passmore Lodge was built on
donated land in 1999, and Slocan
City Suites, which opened in 2019,
was built on land that the Village
of Slocan provided on a long-term
lease,” says Ross. “The cost of land
is small, compared to the overall
cost of building a new facility, but
it’s a crucial part of making a project
affordable.”

The society is looking for a
housing site that’s approximately
one to two acres, with easy access to
electricity, and a good water supply –
and in an area either close to one of
the local communities, or with transit
nearby.
Money donors would be eligible
for a charitable receipt for tax
purposes.
For more information, or to make
a monetary donation, please call
SVHS Administrator Joyce, Tuesday
or Thursday from 9 am to 2 pm at
250-226-7136.
Landowners with a suitable
property can hold a confidential call
with SVHS directors Sally Mackenzie
at 250-359-7984 or Julian Ross at
250-226-7349.

Silvery Slocan Museum
garden

Health Advisory
Committee report

liability insurance in future.
A membership to the gym comes
with a fob that allows entry into the
facility. Due to a supply chain issue,
the Village has run out of fobs, but
more should be arriving in the next
few weeks.

FireSmart resources

To highlight the importance of
FireSmarting homes, Councillor John
Fyke, the FireSmart representative
for this area, showed council a
four-minute ‘ember test’ video,
demonstrating in a lab how many
common building and landscaping
materials react to embers from a
wildfire. The ‘embers test’ video
can be seen on the Village website
at newdenver.ca/resources/wildfireresiliency-program/.
Fyke reported that he, along
with eight other residents, attended a
SIFCo FireSmart event in Silverton
that included exploring Silverton’s
FireSmarted fire hall and the fire
hall’s FireSmart demonstration
garden. SIFCo offers a landscape

guide to those interested in planting
less flammable gardens near their
homes. More information can be
found at sifco.ca/fire.
The Village office has FireSmart
information sheets about the free
Home Assessment and Rebate
Program through the RDCK.
Residents can have their homes
assessed for fire risk, and receive up
to $500 to go towards risk mitigation
projects identified in the assessment.

Rural economic
development

Council asked staff to prepare
a response to a query from the
Conservative shadow ministers and
deputy shadow ministers for Rural
Economic Development and Rural
Broadband Strategy, asking for New
Denver’s “three most important
issues impacting your economic
development as a rural community.”
Councillor Colin Moss suggested
a robust local health care system,
adequate internet connectivity and
funding to address lack of housing.

Fundraiser for upkeep of New Denver’s Pavilion Gardens

Solutions to the affordable housing crisis might start with you

deck, and they can plant one of the
raised boxes, often with the help
of school children. When staffing
permits, they have processed the
apples from the trees in the garden
for juice, sauce, etc. Beautiful
cut flower arrangements have
been created, and then there is the
enjoyment of eating and sharing
their coveted garden produce.
The memorials within the
gardens are in remembrance of
staff members and former residents
of the Pavilion. They consist of
benches, trees, shrubs, and even

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

whole gardens on their own.
After IHA nearly ploughed the
gardens under in 2016, a group of
volunteers works to protect and
preserve the gardens by raising
funds for their upkeep.
If you are decluttering, moving,
downsizing and want to donate to
the fundraiser, call 250-358-7787.

Rooms &
Suites

slocancityhotel.ca

VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

2021 Annual Report

Residents of the Village of New Denver are requested to take
notice that pursuant to Section 98 of the Community Charter, the
Village of New Denver’s 2021 Annual Report is now available
for public inspection at the Village of New Denver Municipal
Office, 115 Slocan Avenue, New Denver, BC on weekdays
(except statutory holidays).

BOAT IDENTIFICATION

To assist emergency responders, please make sure your boats
are labeled with a name and phone number in the event your
boat, kayak, canoe, or paddle board becomes unsecured. Boat
identification stickers are available at the Village Office free of
charge.

STREET LIGHT PROJECT

Rhonda Bouillet of the Slocan Lake Arena Society accepts a generous $5,000 donation from Bill Petrie. In 1979-80, Bill owned Panama Mines Ltd. His company
partnered with London Silver to mine the silver ore at the Panama Mine on London Ridge above Bear and Fish Lake. He hired local men and contractors, and shipped
the ore to Cominco in Trail. He and his wife, Libby, wanted to give back to the community where he made many friends and where he had a successful mining venture.

BC Hydro will be starting their village-wide LED streetlight
replacement project around July 5th. Please visit the Village of
New Denver website for more detailed information.
115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca
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Slocan council, June 13: Harold Street Detailed Design Plan tendered
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative Reporter

issued for the Harold Street
Detailed Design Plan on June
2. All proposals are expected to
be in by the end of June.
Work first started on
creating a new look for
downtown in 2018, and the
Village received a $60,000
provincial grant for the design

Downtown design

Planning should begin
this summer on a facelift to
the downtown core. Village
Chief Administrative Officer
Michelle Gordon told council
the request for proposals was

Lawn Mowers &
Weed Wackers
Slogger garden boots,
ankle boots & shoes. Great
colours to choose from.
Canning Jars & Lids

Pet Food and Farm
Animal Feed

Straw Bales
$13.00

Wheelbarrows, lawn rakes,
shovels, garden wagons, cement
& paving stones now in stock

Sand bags now
in! Be flood
prepared, sump
pumps, hoses

Manures, soils, seeds

Manures, buy 10 and save $0.20/bag

Air conditioner units in
stock & all sale priced

Kootenays’ largest selection of fencing,
posts, gates, corral panels. Bundle
pricing on posts available.
Open 9-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat, Closed Sunday

Visitor
Information

plan. The Village will also put
up $15,000 for the project. The
money will go towards hiring
architects and civil, electrical,
and landscape engineers to
plan a complete makeover of
the downtown corridor. The
project includes a detailed
survey to get a picture of the
drainage, topography, where
all the infrastructure is located
and existing lot lines. The final
design will include sidewalks,
parking spaces, landscaping,
and overall beautification.

Funding for fun

Council approved a request
to support the Concert in the
Park planned for July 9.
Organizer Lisa Parente
wrote to council, saying she
applied to the Neighbourhood
Small Grants Fund for $495,
but was concerned she would
only receive about $300. She
asked council to top it up – to
provide money for a newspaper
ad, two bouncy castles, a
garbage can and a sound tech
for the event. The total ask from
council was for an extra $530.
But she said the non-profit
event is continuing to raise
funds of its own as well.

“I am currently collecting
donations in order to
compensate the performers as
much as possible,” she wrote
to council. “There will also
be locked donation boxes on
site. Additionally, I will be
collecting food and artisan
vendor fees. Once all is
collected, I will calculate the
distribution to performers and
sound technician.”
Any leftover money would
be returned to the Village,
Parente wrote.
Council said they were
confused by some of the
numbers in Parente’s request,
and said the Village could
provide garbage cans.
“She’s operating on a
shoestring,” noted Mayor
Lunn. “It is an event for the
good of the community, to
bring us together.”
Council approved a total of
$690 for the project, saying it
met the criteria for community
development grants.

Water treatment
failure

A malfunctioning valve
was the cause behind a water
system failure that forced

administration.”
A faulty valve/actuator
assembly is the suspected issue,
and the problem connections
were taken offline until repairs
could be made. Each unit
costs about $3,700, and the
parts are on order. McGreal
recommended the Village
buy replacements for all eight
assemblies in the plant over
the next couple of years, as
all are nearing the end of their
expected lifespan.
Council received the public
works report.

residents of Slocan to boil
water for about a week earlier
this month.
Council heard a report
from Public Works Supervisor
Lachlan McGreal, explaining
what happened and what has to
be done to fix the plant.
Staff first saw trouble at
the plant when a motorized
valve became stuck in the
open position on May 26.
That allowed unfiltered,
unchlorinated water to
be pumped into the treated
water reservoir, bypassing
the filtration and chlorination
systems.
Village CAO Michelle
Gordon was alerted. She
contacted Interior Health to
inform them of the problem,
and issued the Boil Water
Notice. That was in effect until
about June 2.
Mayor Jessica Lunn praised
the staff for the quick response.
“The diligence of staff
should be noted,” she said.
“They were on it right away,
so the risk to the community
was quite minimal… I would
just like to extend my thanks
to public works staff and the

Water restrictions

the motion (along with Area K
Director Paul Peterson).
“We have a lot on our plate.
Staff aren’t able to keep up with
all the things we give them to
do, and I would rather focus on
the things in front of us at this
time,” Watson said, referring to
current water initiatives.
The study was endorsed by

the general RDCK board the
next day, though Watson added
an amendment that the work not
start until 2023.
While the study is a go, a
service is still several steps away
from being set up. Following the
service case analysis, the board
would still vote on whether to
move forward with the idea.

submitted
Forest fires are now
understood to be a fact of summer
life here in the Slocan Valley,
and something that we all as
community members can do our
part to prepare for.
“As part of our mandate to
support thriving rural community,
the Rural Alternatives Research
and Training Society (RARTS)
is building wildfire resiliency
on the land we steward in
Vallican, and working to make
our neighbourhood a FireSmart
community,” says Marya
Follinsbee, administrator for
the Vallican Whole Community
Centre.
On Saturday, July 9, the
Vallican Whole is once again
hosting a Wildfire Preparedness
Day, sponsored by FireSmart
Canada. Local forest fire
experts will be on hand to share
knowledge and advice with the
community, and to support forest
fire resiliency around the Vallican
Whole property.
RARTS members and friends
will be doing some FireSmart
labour around the Whole, and
they welcome volunteers to help

with some of that work and learn
about strategies for property
protection and fire mitigation.
There will be demonstrations
of roof sprinklers, fire-resistant
siding, and other mitigation
strategies.
There will be some
refreshments available, and a play
area for kids. All are welcome
to come, learn something,
lend a hand, and connect with
community in an effort to become
a FireSmart Neighbourhood!
The event runs from 9:30 am
to 2 pm on Saturday, July 9 at
the Vallican Whole Community
Centre, 3762 Little Slocan South
Road.
Come armed with a shovel
(snow or garden), rake and work
clothes, as early as 9:30 am
around an outdoor coffee/light
refreshment bar. For more info,
call Dale/Marcia at 250-2267624.
British Columbia FireSmart
has abundant resources available
for anyone who would like to
know more about how to best
prepare your home and land for
fire season. Visit firesmartbc.ca
to learn more.

Speaking of water, staff
noted that summer water
restrictions kicked in on May
24. Lawns and gardens should
only be sprinkled during two
periods of the day, 7-9 am and
6-8 pm.
“Residents are asked
to adhere to the permitted
sprinkling times, in order to
allow our Public Works to
conduct daily maintenance and
replenish the reservoir.”
High water use rates in
years past are thought to be
from sprinklers being left on
overnight.

RDCK ponders creating new water protection service
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative reporter
R eg io n a l D is tr ict o f
Central Kootenay officials are
investigating whether to create
a new service to protect the
region’s water supply.
Planning officials were
given the go-ahead by the
RDCK board to study whether
the regional government should
create a Drinking Water and
Watershed Protection Service.
The Community
Sustainable Living Advisory
Committee (CSLAC) heard
from staff the new service
would be a way of formalizing
work already being done by
an existing program for water
protection – the Watershed
Governance Initiative (WGI).
The WGI has spent the last
year or so bringing together
local water users, government
officials, First Nations and
water stewardship groups to
beef up watershed protection
in the RDCK.
“The last years have not
only demonstrated the value
of having a regional watershed
and drinking water entity
within the RDCK but also the
increasing need to champion
the protection of drinking water
and watersheds in the RDCK,”
says a staff report. “The RDCK
WGI team has identified a
strong desire for an entity
that can advocate, respond,
educate and support residents in
protecting their drinking water
and watersheds.”
The WGI has also had a
problem attracting staff for
what is currently a temporary

program. Making the program
permanent could also help
in attracting staff, which
has been challenging for the
temporary program, staff said.
“As well, sustainable funding
would enable programs to
be developed, expanded and
offered consistently…” they
add.
Protection of water sources
is key to economic development
and community wellness,
something a protection service
would support.
“Data could be collected
and distributed to provide
communities with information
to more accurately understand
the impacts of climate change,
industry, recreation, natural
hazards, development and also
the compounded and unknown,”
the report says. “Furthermore,
this would enable communities
to prepare for the anticipated
events related to climate change:
wildfire, drought, flooding,
debris flows.”
Need another service?
The RDCK currently
provides about 170 services
– from region-wide ones like
building inspection, garbage
pickup and transit, to areaspecific services like recreation,
water systems, dog control, and
even supporting local off-air
television transmission.
The proposed service
would be paid for by a parcel
tax on each property in the
regional district.
While the motion was
supported by most CSLAC
members, Area D Director
Aimee Watson voted against

Vallican Whole to host
Wildfire Preparedness Day
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Visitor Information
RESTAUR ANTS &
ACCOMMODATIONS
The Paddy Shack - Nakusp

CAMPGROUNDS
Nakusp Municipal Campground - Nakusp

(250) 265-1061 nakuspcampground.com
camp@nakuspcampground.com Conveniently located

downtown, 3 blocks from public beach and adjacent to the
Community Park, which includes a tennis court, squash court, ball parks
& soccer field. Music in the Park every Wed. evening during July & Aug. 41
treed sites, 10 with power service & 28 overflow campsites. Hot showers and
sani-station. Open May to Oct. Reservations accepted.

Murphy’s Landing - Nakusp

Creekside & Lakefront Cabin & RV Resort
(250) 265-0020 murphyslanding.ca

1200 Hwy 23N. You’ll love it! 40-acre Beautiful Creekside
& Lakefront Private Resort. Sandy beach, natural pool, walking trails, walking
distance to downtown. Spacious, treed 30- to 50-amp Full Service RV Sites;
Fully Contained Units ONLY, No tenting. Free Wifi. Reservations recommended.

Centennial Campground - New Denver
(250) 358-2361

NewDenver.ca

campground@newdenver.ca

On the lake in New Denver, 49 sites (7 with power & water hook-ups), group site,
sani -dump, showers & toilets, boat launch, firewood, pets must be leashed. Online
reservations. Check website for updates and service changes due to COVID-19.

Silverton Municipal Campground - Silverton
(250) 358-2472

silverton.ca NEW: reserve your site online https://

reserve.campgroundbooking.com/village-of-silverton. Our site rates range
from $25-50/night. Open until September 13, 2021. Tent and trailer sites,
fire pits, firewood, picnic tables, boat launch, beach. Close to amenities. Fully
accessible washroom and shower facility. Pets MUST be on a leash.

Valhalla Pines Campground and Guesthouse - Vallican
					(250) 226-7796 ValhallaPines.com
					info@valhallapines.com
					4011 Barbados Road, Vallican

This six-acre campground is in a quiet, forested rural residential area surrounded
by beautiful mountains and rivers. There are huts, tent sites, RV sites (no septic
hookups), fire pits and picnic tables. The community building has WIFI, a fridge,
stove, sink, basic kitchen amenities, showers and toilets.

Springer Creek RV Park & Campground - Slocan

(250) 355-2266 campground@villageofslocan.ca

Open May 1 to October 15. Located at 1020 Giffin Rd.,
Slocan. Turn right immediately off of Hwy 6 entrance to
Village of Slocan. Full & partial hook-ups, tenting sites,
sani-dump, wheelchair accessible washroom and showers,
wifi, cell service, pets on leash and seasonal Tourist/Information Booth. For
reservations please visit www.slocancity.com/campground.

Kaslo Municipal Campground - Kaslo
(250) 353-2662

kaslo.ca
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kaslocampground@yahoo.ca

April 15-Oct 15. Fully serviced sites $45/night (water, power, sewer hook-ups).
Unserviced sites $30/night. Sites include fire pit and picnic table. Accessible
washroom and shower. Great downtown location close to park, beach,
playground, tourist info-centre, restaurants, shopping and trails! Pets on
leash welcome. Free wi-fi.

West Kootenay Park Management Inc.

westkootenayparks.com

Reservations: 1-800-689-9025 or Camping.bcparks.ca

McDonald Creek Provincial Park - Nakusp

Commanding views on Upper Arrow Lake. 72 campsites including 18 electrified.
10 FCFS sites all season. Reservable sites available all season. Unoccupied
reservable sites are available FCFS for stays of 1-2 nights. Lots of FCFS sites during
shoulder season. 250-265-3592. Boat launch, sani station, playground, flush
washroom/shower facilities. $30/night, $7 electrified. Extra Vehicle $12/night.

Rosebery Provincial Park - Rosebery

A restful escape well away from the buzz typical of other campgrounds. 33
private campsites in a beautiful forest setting alongside Wilson Creek. Close
to breathtaking Slocan Lake and the historic Galena Trail. New, 9 reservable
campsites. Plenty of FCFS sites in peak season. 3 km north of New Denver
Hwy#6. $20/night, Extra Vehicle $10/night.

Summit Lake Provincial Park - Summit Lake

Unrivalled opportunities for fishing, boating and swimming in this clean cool
mountain lake. Explore the Nakusp to Summit Lake rail grade. 35 campsites
by reservation or first come, first served. $26/night, Extra Vehicle $12/night.

Woodbury Resort & Marina - Kaslo

(250) 353-7717 1-877-353-7717 woodburyresort.com
woodburyresort@netidea.com On the shores of Kootenay Lake with

beautiful lake and mountain views! RV, tenting, cabins. Great food at JB’s Pub
& Restaurant. Full-service marina. Boat rentals, boat moorage. Heated pool.
Free Wi-Fi. Hiking, biking, swimming, fishing, quading just outside your door.
4 km north of Ainsworth Hot Springs on Hwy 31.

Lemon Creek Pioneer Campground - Lemon Creek

(250) 355-2547 info@lemoncreekcampground.ca lemoncreekcampground.ca
7680 Kennedy Rd, 9 km south of Slocan off Hwy 6. A 26-site campground with
15- & 30 amp ervice. Grass and tree large tent sites. Hot Showers included in your
site fee. Free WiFi. Next to the Rails to Trails and fantastic catch & release fishing.

(250) 265-3255 The Paddy Shack, located on Highway
6, Nakusp is open 6 days a week 11 am-8 pm. Closed Mondays.
Choose a homemade burger, hotdog, wrap, donair, or
something equally delicious from our varied menu! Top off
the meal with a fresh fruit milkshake or a scrumptious
sundae. Come enjoy great food in the great outdoors!

Murphy’s Landing - Nakusp
Creekside & Lakefront Cabin & RV Resort

(250) 265-0020 murphyslanding.ca 1200 Hwy 23N. You’ll love it!

40-acre Beautiful Private Resort. Sandy beach, natural pool, walking trails,
walking distance to downtown. Fully equipped, very clean 1-bedroom Cabins
& Chalet with loft. Full Kitchens, satellite TV, phone, air conditioning, private
decks, patio furniture, BBQs. Spacious, treed 30- to 50-amp full service RV
Sites; fully contained units, no tenting. Free Wi-Fi. Reservations recommended.

The Lodge at Arrow Lakes - Nakusp

(250) 265-3618 1-800-663-0100
arrowlakeslodge.com Box 717, Nakusp, V0G 1R0

The Lodge at Arrow Lakes is the only full-service hotel in
downtown Nakusp, 2 minutes from our public beach. We
have 48 rooms; all are air conditioned. On site liquor, wine and cold beer store
7 days a week. Restaurant, outdoor patio and Arrow Lake Tavern and sports bar.

BACK - ALL

Valhalla Inn - New Denver

www.valhallainn.biz info@valhallainn.biz		
(250) 358-2228 Valhalla Inn is a nostalgic character

inn with a variety of rooms, family restaurant & licensed
outdoor patio, and Odin’s Pub & Off Sales. Open 7 days a week. Breakfast,
Lunch, Entree Specials and our in-house Chinese Food! Located on Hwy 6 @
Slocan Avenue. Free Wi-Fi.

William Hunter Cabins - Silverton

(250) 358-2647 williamhuntercabins.ca 303 Lake Ave,

Silverton - We have one lovely log cabin divided into a total of
two suites. All suites feature: a queen-sized bed, spacious living
room with comfortable sofa, bathroom including shower/bath
and a kitchenette complete with a 2-burner cook top, mini fridge, sink,
microwave, toaster, coffee maker and cooking utensils.

Karibu Park Cottages & Campground - Winlaw
1-888-452-7428 karibupark.com 		

Our picturesque property is located just off Highway 6 in
Winlaw, next to the Rail Trail and Slocan River. We have
8 fully equipped, comfortable cottages and 33 campsites
in a forest setting, 12 with power and water hookups, the rest are basic.
Recreation area, gardens, gazebo, spa, and Wi-Fi.

Paradise Valley Lodge - Winlaw

(250) 226-7647 paradisevalleylodge.com

5971 Cedar Creek Road, Winlaw
A big bright, spacious 2 story home, on 3 forested acres. Clean
and very comfortable. 3 bedrooms, 2 large bathrooms, veranda, private patio & BBQ. Excellent kitchen & laundry setup.
Sleeps 8. Enjoy peace, quiet & beautiful views. Great for Groups! Free, fast
Wi-Fi. Close to Winlaw store, Cafés & Rail-Trail.

Relax

Alcédo & Halcyon Hot Springs Resort - Nakusp
				www.halcyon-hotsprings.com
				250-265-3554

Fine-Dining with the best view of Arrow Lake and the Monashee mountains.
On-site private cabins and chalets for your exclusive adventure. Let our hot
springs resort breathe wellness and relaxation into you. Visit our year-round
spa with massage services, fine-dining options and ancient healing waters.
Treat yourself to escape.

JB’s Pub & Restaurant - Kaslo
250-353-7716

Full-service family restaurant. Take-out and off-sales
available. Great food! Famous Fish & Chips. Wed-Sun 3 pm-8 pm.

Burton City Cider - Nakusp

(250) 265-7044 BurtonCityCider.ca

Crafting small batch dry ciders since 2016. Open Wednesday
–
Monday, 11 am - 4 pm. Wednesday Happy Hour Specials 4 - 6
pm. Thursday Pizza nights 4 – 8 pm. Check the website for special events.
Picnics to Remember and Tours available with Reservations

Woodbury Resort - Kaslo

250-353-7717 1-877-353-7717 woodburyresort.com
woodburyresort@netidea.com

On the shores of Kootenay Lake with beautiful lake and mountain views!
Motel, cabins, RV, tenting. Great food at JB’s Pub & Restaurant. Full-service
marina. Boat rentals, boat moorage. Heated pool. Free Wi-Fi. Hiking, biking,
swimming, fishing, quading just outside your door. 4 km north of Ainsworth
Hot Springs on Hwy 31.

Kaslo Hotel - Kaslo

kaslohotel.com reservations@kaslohotel.com
(250) 353-7714

Come stay at the Kaslo Hotel and let us provide your perfect escape! All our
rooms offer balconies & incredible lake or village views. You can enjoy a
meal in our pub (see our website for hours) or simply feel your stress melt
away as you relax on your private deck.

HOT SPR INGS

Nakusp Hot Springs, Chalets & Campground - Nakusp

							www.nakusphotsprings.com
							 (250) 265-4528 1-866-999-4528
info@nakusphotsprings.com info@nakusp.com

Relax, Refresh, Return. Enjoy our pristine natural soaking mineral pools, nestled in a beautiful
mountain setting. Recreate in our rejuvenating waters and fresh mountain air. Stay in our
comfortable Chalets or Camp at the serene riverside. Short drive from shops, restaurants,
and amenities and the beautiful Arrow Lake. Open year round.

Ainsworth Hot Springs Resort - Ainsworth

					www.ainsworthhotsprings.com
					1-800-668-1171 (250) 229-4212

Visit First Nations owned Ainsworth Hot Springs Resort. The Hot Springs are open daily for
public entry from 10am to 5:30pm Wednesday - Sunday. Visit our website for on-line pool
reservations. Experience our unique Hot Springs cave and pools. Savour indigenous inspired
meals at the Ktunaxa Grill and enjoy the comfort of one of our 52 contemporary guest
rooms. Complimentary access to the hot springs is included with your stay in the resort.
Wireless internet available.

Halcyon Hot Springs Resort

					www.halcyon-hotsprings.com
					250-265-3554

Take a relaxing soak in the ancient mineral waters of Halcyon. Open year-round with 4
different temp. pools to help you rest, relax, and rejuvenate. Pamper yourself in our spa,
relax in our comfortable cabins or luxurious chalets. Enjoy gourmet food and amazing views
from our fine dining restaurant.

Private Hot Springs

Enjoy the private hot springs experience in this hidden gem of the
Kootenays! Book one of our chalets and reserve a private hotsprings
getaway all to yourself with breathtaking views! Visit our websites to soak in luxury with
our healing waters. www.kootenayhotsprings.com and www.privatehotsprings.com.
Join facebook page: hotsprings escape Phone: 250 448 6111

GOLF COUR SES
Kaslo Golf Course - Kaslo

kaslogolf.org
(250) 353-2262
kaslogolfclub@gmail.com

Enjoy spectacular views on our well-groomed 9-hole course offering
challenging track for golfers of every skill level. Warm up for your round
on our putting practice green and driving nets located close to the clubhouse. No Tee
times necessary, however, please note: Ladies night Tuesdays, 4 pm, Sr. Men Wednesday
mornings 10 am; Men’s night Thursdays, 4 pm. We have new electric power carts available
to rent. GREEN FEES: 9 holes $28;18 holes/ $40. Call 250-353-2262 for further information.

Slocan Lake Golf Course - New Denver
(250) 358-2408

Enjoy a round of golf at the Slocan Lake Golf Club! Open 7 days a week, no tee times
required. 2km north of New Denver. Monday Morning Senior Men’s Golf, Tuesday
Ladies Night, Wednesday Men’s Night. Call the Pro Shop at 250-358-2408 or visit slgc.
ca. 9 holes $30 +tax.

Valley View Golf Course - Winlaw

www.golfvalleyview.ca (250) 226-7421
info@golfvalleyview.ca

6937 Highway 6, Winlaw. A picturesque 9-hole par 70 course with spectacular views
and well-manicured greens and fairways. Our clubhouse serves delicious food on a
licensed patio with valley views. No tee times required. 9 holes - $22.00 18 holes $33.00 .Power cart 18 holes - $38.00

GALLERIES
The Langham Cultural Centre - Kaslo

(250) 353-2661 thelangham.ca

447 A Avenue, Kaslo. Named as one of the 12 best
buildings in BC, the Langham is a Provincial Heritage Site
and the centre for arts and culture in Kaslo. Art exhibitions in our two galleries;
live performances in our theatre. During WWII, Japanese Canadians were interned
here – visit the interpretive exhibits at our Japanese Canadian Museum. Museum
open Tues to Sun 1-4 pm (or when door is unlocked - unguided). Galleries open
Thurs to Sun 1-4 pm. Office open Tues-Thurs 10-5 pm (Closed 1-2 pm for lunch).

Studio Connexion Gallery - Fine Art - Nakusp

(250) 265-3586 203 Fifth Ave. NW, Nakusp.
2022 Summer Exhibitions Series from May 13 to October 1
with: Lorna Guild, Louise Ducharme, Brian Buckrell, Lori Korkola,
Delreé Dumont, Ann Eynon, Chantal Julien. Plus other fine artists
represented in this quaint gallery. Open Tues.-Sat., 11 am-4
pm or by appointment. A Gift for Your Eyes and You…

Hidden Garden Gallery – New Denver

hiddengardengallery.ca

112 Slocan Ave. The Hidden Garden Gallery showcases
a different regional artist every week, from June 25 to
September 8, and is open 10 am to 3 pm, Tuesday through
Sunday. Visit hiddengardengallery.ca for a complete list of artists and check the
Valley Voice for dates of the weekly artists’ receptions.

Mirage Studio/Art – Books – Art on Clothing – Passmore
				 (250) 226-0018
				 frantisekstrouhal.com
				Are you looking for an incredible gift of beauty?

Mirage Studio, situated along the Slocan River, is offering you exquisite works of
Art, museum quality prints, engaging Art and prose books, and an exclusive line
of clothing. Internationally renowned for his compelling expressions about the
human body and spirit, West Kootenay artist, Frantisek Strouhal is also offering
timeless dreamlike portraits on commission. Located on Slocan River Road, north
of Slocan Park. Open by appointment.

MT SENTINEL GRAD
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Mt. Sentinel Class of 2022 - Back Row: Aaron Postnikoff, Milton Pelletier, Adahai McMahon, Silas Ehlers, Devon Kilgour, Ty Theoret, Jackson Cousins, Sam Soukeroff, Dahmien Mason, Corbin DeRosa, Michael Abrosimoff-Penner, Jamie PopoffHnatiuk, Korbyn Mikkelson, Austyn Popoff, Oakes Shaw, Beynon Smart. Third Row: Kylie Pearson, Katie Van Der Hoeven, Maranda Miller, Rebecca Semple, Alora Houston, Jaylen Rushton, Layla LeClare, Rachel Koorbatoff, Evan Currie, Seamus Judd,
Sage Lebel, Jack Scown, Xander Simpson, Lochlan Williams. Second Row: Floyd Darling, Nina Hilburn, Delaney Lewis, Netta Hager, Tasman Miller, Isabel, McAleer, Tatyanna Ostrikoff, Jasper Thompson, Brianna Haddow, Reide Lock, Zakir Shaikh,
River Swetland, Hailey Eisner, Sam Anderson. Front row: Isaac Erikson, Laeona Galbraith, Alina Stooshnoff, Amber Martin-Ruebsaat, Liza Sbitnieva, Julie Pearson, Rosi Matern, Perron Hoskins. Wheelchair/kneeling: Joe Laren, Tao Crawford.

Don’t be afraid to take a big step if
one is indicated; you can’t cross a
chasm in two small jumps.
– David Lloyd George
Best of Luck,
graduates!

GROCERIES/ORGANICS/LOTTO/LIQUOR

Congratulations Graduates!
As you make your way in
the world, never forget
where you came from...
Walter
Popoff
Director,
Area H, RDCK

Congratulations
to the Mt. Sentinel
graduating class of
2022. May you be
successful in all your
future endeavours!

For a good life, try to get
the best education
you can
get!

You
did
it!
The Maple
Leaf Store
Crescent Valley
250-359-7996

(Slocan Valley)

Congratulations
to all the 2022
Graduates! Good
Luck from all of us
at Emery Herbals.
5729 HWY 6 WINLAW
250 226 7744

Congratulations
Class of
2022 on your
success!
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Mt. Sentinel Valedictorians’ address
by Rachel Koorbatoff and Michael
Abrosimoff
R: Welcome ladies and gentlemen,
friends, families, staff, and fellow grads
of 2022. I’m Rachel Koorbatoff. I
attended Brent Kennedy for kindergarten
through grade 6 and I’ve been here at
Mt. Sentinel since grade 7. And tonight,
I have been given the honour of being one
of the valedictorians this year.
M: And I’m Michael Abrosimoff. I
would like to acknowledge the honour
of being one of your valedictorians of
this year’s Mt. Sentinel and Sequoia
graduating class. I lived here in the
valley most of my life. I attended
Brent Kennedy and am now a graduate
from Mt. Sentinel. We are here today
to celebrate our hard work that’s paid
off over the past 13 years. It feels
like yesterday we were playing in the
playground. It’s hard to believe that we
are in our final days of high school.
R: I can still remember when we
were turned loose at recess and didn’t
have to worry about what came next. We
could play and laugh and enjoy being a
kid. We didn’t have to ask ourselves
when the next essay was due or think
about what our plans after high school
would be. Talking about plans after high
school, I can remember when we were
in grade 10 in Mrs. Wick’s English class.
She made us each write a letter to our
future self, put it in a sealed envelope,
and told us that we would be getting them
tonight, during our graduation ceremony.
I can only wonder what happened to
those letters.
M: High school was a tough trek,
but teachers like Danny Leeming were
supportive, welcoming, and bonus, he
put up with us when we didn’t listen. It
was teachers like him that made it better.
R: Over the last few years, Ms.
Skands has helped and encouraged me
in discovering my passion for cooking.
She’s let me come and crash her grades
7-8 class multiple times. I could have
walked into that room 100 times and her
reaction would still be nothing less than
excited. She has also given me the chance
to teach a few demos to younger students.

Congratulations to
The Mount Sentinel Class
of 2022
and best wishes for
your future from

M: During our high school career,
we have mentored and set an example for
the younger students. They can look at us
and see what being the ‘big kids’ really
means. We can leave this school feeling
confident that we have made a positive
impact on the younger grades.
R: Being here at Mt. Sentinel has
taught us that if we stick together and
push through the hard times, there are
good times to follow, and that no matter
what was going on, we could always get
the help we needed.
M: Some of us have been together
since kindergarten and some of us didn’t
join the crew until recently. It doesn’t
matter what year you joined us. Tonight,
we are all here for the same reason: to get
our diplomas and move forward with our
future endeavours, and celebrate. Many
of us will be parting ways but right now
as we are here together for one final time,
we should say thank you to those close
to us – staff, friends, and family – for
helping us get to where we are today. We
wouldn’t be here without you.
R: Just because our final year of high
school is coming to an end doesn’t mean
the learning is. Learning never stops,
because life never stops teaching. There
is always a hidden lesson in every task,
every day. Everyone knows something
you don’t and you know something they
don’t. Learn, teach, and enjoy the new
road that you are creating. And if along
the way you’re not liking that one, you
can always pave a new road. Your only

2022

Passmore
Laboratory

Drinking water testing

250-226-7339

Congratulations
to the
Class of 2022!
Congratulations
to the 2022
Graduating
Class of
Mt. Sentinel
Secondary
School
Make us proud
as you make
your way in the
world!

Slocan
Valley
Co-op

Frog Peak Café
250-359-7261
Crescent Valley

limit is your own mind. Thank you Mt.
Sentinel and Sequoia staff for helping us
start our journeys. Not just the teachers
here, but every adult in the building –
custodians, clerical, EAs, and support
staff. Thank you for making these years
memorable and the best they could be.
Personally, I’d like to thank Ms. Maloff
for giving me support as I ventured
through high school and beyond high
school as I started the Youth Train in
Trades program. She helped me organize
my classes last year to make it possible
for me to attend the professional cook
program as a youth train in trades student.

13
On top of that, she and Ms. Hewson put
in so much effort to make this ceremony
tonight for us. Fellow graduates, I wish
you nothing but success as you start
your new adventures. Whether you are
jumping right into further education
or taking time off, choose to pursue
something that makes you thrive.
M: As we wrap up our speech, we
would like to leave you, our fellow grads,
with something inspirational – a quote by
Stephen Hawkings: “Remember to look
up at the stars and not down at your feet.
Try to make sense of what you see and
wonder about what makes the universe

Congratulations
and best
wishes to the
graduating classes
of 2022!

exist. Be curious. And however difficult
life may seem, there is always something
you can do and succeed at. It matters that
you don’t just give up.”
I wish you all the best as you start the
next chapter in your life. Congratulations
class of 2022. We did it.

The scholarships and
awards of the Mt
Sentinel Graduating
Class are listed on
page 20.
Best of
luck,
Mount
Sentinel
graduates

wishes the 2022 Graduating
Class every success!
Slocan • 250-355-2433

www.billsheavyduty.ca
@billsheavyduty
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Nakusp Secondary School Valedictorian’s address
by Ainsley Barisoff
Hello, good afternoon to the
community, family, staff, friends
and of course, Nakusp Secondary
School’s graduating class of 2022.
Isn’t this an amazing year to
graduate? In some years, someone
will ask us when we graduated, and
we get to respond: “Back in ’22.”
Aside from a wonderful grad
year number, this class shares many
memories, accomplishments, and
traits. We also share the beautiful
nature that surrounds Nakusp. We

wishes the NSS
graduating class of 2022
the very best!
Make your mark on the
world!

are so lucky to live in this village,
sandwiched by a big reservoir with
clean water and towering mountains
that protect us. We have been taught
gratitude and respect for the earth
through interactions within this Sinixt
valley. Whether you have been here
for 13 years or just one, we have
grown and changed together in this
environment.
When you are growing up, you
don’t notice change. You don’t wake
up and think: “I feel one centimetre
taller!” You float through the gradual
process of transformation from a
child to a young adult and you don’t
notice the difference. The only time
you do notice the difference is once
you directly compare your current
self to your past self. I can look at a
photo and see how much taller I’ve
gotten, or I can read an old essay and

Congrats NSS graduates of
2022 and as you go into next
chapters of your life don’t
forget to brush and floss!”
-Nakusp Dental

Congratulations
to the Class of
2022!
We join
with the
rest of the
community
in wishing
you great
success!
Check out employment
opportunities @
www.kaltire.com/careers

see that I know how to use commas
properly now. I can notice how I have
outgrown my shoes and outgrown my
bright coloured bedroom walls.
But now, we have outgrown high
school.
And now today, today is our
chance as a class to look back on
ourselves, see how we have grown
to become distinguished, amazing
people, and be proud about it.
We have spent 13 years in school.
That’s a long time! Just about as long
as Wednesday classes feel!
In kindergarten, we did show
and tell with our favourite stuffed
animals or loved pets, and now
in grade 12, we show and tell our
future aspirations. Are you going to
trade school, or university? Are you
moving away, or are you taking a
gap year and working? Our future
planning now consists of uncovering
the hidden treasures of who we are as
individuals.
We share our hopes and dreams
that have been shaped by each
year we spent in and out of school,
learning, living and taking each
challenge that comes our way as

something to appreciate.
One challenge we all faced was
the COVID-19 lockdown. During
lockdown, we relearned how to
learn with a screen dividing us.
In this time of separation, we had
nothing but ourselves, and in the
words of Franz Kafka, “Isolation is
a way to know yourself.” We learned
many things about ourselves during
that time period. For example, we
discovered what ways of learning
we individually thrive from. Did you
enjoy online school, or did you hate
every second of it? I’m sure we also
all recognized how no one wanted
to be the first to turn their camera on
during zoom calls.
This time alone has made me
appreciate the little things. Like
walking by Ms. Flesaker’s room and
hearing the intro song to a TedTalk
video; the smell of cookies wafting
through the vents from the Home Ec
room into the art room; the laughter
that follows when Mr. Bass says one
of his beloved catch phrases; and the
aroma of hot breakfast when walking
into the school on a Wednesday
morning.

from all of us at
Crescent Bay
Construction

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747
• Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Congratulations to the
2022 Nakusp
graduating class!
The team at Save-On-Foods
wishes the best in all your
future endeavours.

Graduates –
while you’re
out there
changing the
world, never
forget where
you came from

The Valley Voice June 30, 2022

There are so many small moments
that we get to remember NSS by, but
the thing I will remember most is
getting to spend these years with
my classmates. Being a member of
this high-achieving, personable, and
adaptable class with big dreams is
an honour and I am so excited to see
what our futures hold.
So yes, we have grown a lot,
but it has only just begun. In the
upcoming years, I will look back on
my grad photos and see how much I
have changed. I might think, ‘Wow I
didn’t know anything in high school’
or, ‘Wow, did I really think that
hairstyle suited me?’ We may not
be growing taller anymore, but now,
we are becoming responsible and
independent young adults.
I will always remember my class
as a class that teachers walked into
and proceeded to say, “What a lovely
group of people” or sarcastically
remark, “What a troublesome
bunch!” Through this alone, I know
we have made a positive impact on
our school and that we are the kind
and mature class of ’22. A beautiful
thing is that each of us can continue
to make positive impacts wherever
we go next in life. So let’s continue
to do exactly that because as Gandhi
says, “You must be the change you
want to see in the world”.
I would like to thank our parents
and Nakusp Secondary School’s
principal, vice-principal, teachers, the
secretary, our EAs, the maintenance
workers, district workers, and
volunteers. All of you have guided
us through the trials and tribulations
of high school, and supported and
motivated us to get to this day.
Whether you woke us up in
the morning to get us to school,
taught us how to balance a chemical
equation, volunteered to drive a
car full of kids to a sports event, or
repeatedly sanitized the doorknobs,
we appreciate you and everything
you have done for us. Because of you,
I’m sure our grad class can relate to
this quote by Winnie the Pooh: “How
lucky am I to have something that
makes saying goodbye so hard.”
Thank you all for listening.

Congrats to the
2022 Grads
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Front row: Denae Roodzant, Caitlin Poulin, Abbe Fellows, Zacora Volansky, Mia Roberts, Tayleur Moffat, Ava Harrison, Ainsley Barisoff, Brooklyn Friedenberger, Hannah Jordan. Middle row: Hayleigh Jansen, Keeva Gueret, Maya Montgomery, Carmen Montgomery, Axel Pedersen, Oliver Leeson,
Sairyen Cross, Aaron Lauristen, Amber LaMarsh, Savannah Olson, Kazia Hopp, Francesca Artoni. Back row: Eli Dickie, Bryce Alstad, Kyle MacDonald, Jake Flamand, Dustin Lasseter, Elias Hibberson, Morgan Flesaker, Rowen Goossen, Lucas Robins, Louis Abellanosa, Aidan McKay, Daemien Blaney.

Scholarships
and awards

Arrow Lakes Arts Council
Bursary: Oliver Leeson; Arrow
Lakes Grape Growers Society
Bursary: Amber LaMarsh; Arrow
Lakes Health Care Auxiliary
Bursary: Ainsley Barisoff, Elias
Hibberson, Denae Roodzant,
Mia Roberts; Arrow Lakes
Hospital Foundation Bursary:
Louis Abellanosa, Ainsley
Barisoff, Elias Hibberson, Oliver
Leeson, Denae Roodzant, Kyle
MacDonald, Mia Roberts. Arrow
Lakes Historical Society (Harry
Murphy Memorial): Dustin
Lasseter; Arrow Lakes Teachers
Association Bursary: Kazia Hopp,
Ainsley Barisoff; Betty Walton
Memorial Bursary: Ainsley
Barisoff; Bill Arishenkoff Trades
Scholarship: Damien Blaney;
Bill Robison Memorial Bursary:
Management
& Staff
Ainsley Barisoff;
CMH Kootenay
of Hilltop
Convenience
Bursary: Jake
Flamand;
Clark
& Valley Foods
Kessler Memorial
Bursary:
Savannah Olson; Class of 1994
Bursary: Mia Roberts; Class of

Best Wishes to the
Class
of
2022
Amy & Staff would
NAKUSP GLASS
like to congratulate
201 Broadway
the 2021 graduates!
265-3252

The clear choice for
all your glass needs!

1995 (Sports Bursary): Elias
Hibberson; Class of 1997 Bursary:
Kyle MacDonald; Class of 2000
Bursary: Oliver Leeson; Class of
2001 Bursary: Mia Roberts; Class
of 2003 Bursary: Elias Hibberson;
Class of 2006 Bursary: Kazia
Hopp; Columbia Basin Trust:
Dustin Lasseter, Oliver Leeson;
Columbia Power Corporation
Scholarship: Mia Roberts;
CUPE Local 2450 Bursary:
Mia Roberts; Dave Grimshire
Memorial Bursary: Morgan
Flesaker; David Thompson Art
Award: Louis Abellanosa; Debbie
Jones Memorial Bursary: Kyle
MacDonald; Debbie Samuelson
Memorial Bursary: Brooklyn
Friedenberger; Donna Wong
Memorial: Amber LaMarsh;
Erling Johnson Memorial: Oliver
Leeson; Garth Haggart Memorial:
Lucas Robins; Gord Roberts
Memorial: Mia Roberts; Green
Door Bursary: Dustin Lasseter;
Harris and Co. Law Award:
Oliver Leeson; Hospital Employees
Union Bursary: Louis Abellanosa;
Janice Buerge Memorial: Denae

HUB
International
Insurance
Brokers

Roodzant; Jason Ambrock
Memorial: Lucas Robins; Joan
Fowler Memorial: Kazia Hopp;
Katrine Conroy MLA Bursary:
Savannah Olson; Kootenay Saving
Credit Union Bursary: Morgan
Flesaker; Logging Contractors
Bursary: Bryce Alstad, Brooklyn
Friedenberger, Ava Harrison,
Amber LaMarsh, Lucas Robins;
NACFOR Bursary (Scholastic):
Ava Harrison; NACFOR Bursary
(Trades): Damien Blaney; Nakusp
Chamber of Commerce Bursary:
Jake Flamand, Oliver Leeson, Kazia
Hopp, Dustin Lasseter; Nakusp
Scholarship Society Bursary:

Abbe Fellows, Rowen Goosen,
Jake Flamand, Ava Harrison, Amber
LaMarsh, Aidan McKay; Needles
Reunion Bursary: Kazia Hopp;
Renewable Resources Bursary:
Morgan Flesaker; Reunion ’80
Bursary: Kazia Hopp; Robyn
Pazurik (CIBC) Memorial: Mia
Roberts; Ron Aldridge Citizenship
Award: Dustin Lasseter; Rotary
Club of Nakusp Bursary: Kazia
Hopp; Royal Canadian Legion
Br. 20 Gaming Bursary: Louis
Abellanosa, Amber LaMarsh, Mia
Roberts, Lucas Robins; Royal
Canadian Legion Br 20. Poppy
Bursary: Jake Flamand, Brooklyn

Congratulations to
the Class of 2020

Congratulations
to all the
2022 Graduates!

Management & Staff
of Hilltop Convenience
& Valley Foods

#3-313
6th Ave NW
Nakusp,
250-265-7258

Congratulations
to the
graduates of
Nakusp
Secondary
School
Congratulates
2020

Congratulations
to the Class
of 2022

2022!

the Nakusp
Graduating Class

Congratulations to the
Nakusp Graduates

Staff at H. A. Benson Inc.
Chartered Professional
Accountant

Friedenberger; Royal Canadian
Legion Br 203 Edgewood: Kazia
Hopp, Ava Harrison; Sarah Jackins
Memorial: Oliver Leeson; Sarah
Stykel Memorial: Kazia Hopp;
Save On Foods Bursary: Louis
Abellanosa; SD 10 District
Authority: Oliver Leeson, Ainsley
Barisoff, Dustin Lasseter; SD 10
Mission Statement: Kazia Hopp;
Skills & Trades Bursary: Damien
Blaney, Savannah Olson, Carmen
Montgomery; Star of the West
Lodge 61 Bursary: Abbe Fellows;
Trinity McQuair Memorial: Ava
Harrison, Oliver Leeson; Vera
Johnson Memorial: Mia Roberts.

Best wishes from
your friends at
Nakusp Esso!
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JVH Class of 2022: Colton Chymko, Zack Lamoureux, Gabriel Ziegler, Quinn McRae, Nicholas Tait, Kaitlynn Mortensen, Madison Albright, Samaya Bellefeuille, Ahma Hofmann, Brianna Scott, Sydney Albright, Raya Prytuluk, Maddi Handley, Julia Steinmann, Faye Petersen,
Tatum Hearne, Alyssah Baer, Betty Lukacs. Missing: Lucas Dobkins Henry Bretz, L Whitehead and Conan Dwyer.

Education is the most
powerful tool which you can
use to change the world.
Congratulations Grad Class
of 2022!

Congratulations Grad 2022!!!

Congratulations
and Best Wishes
to the
J. V. Humphries
Class of 2022!

Building
Centre
Kaslo
250-353-7628

Congratulations
Graduates!
Live
healthy,
shine bright

Congratulations Grads
and best wishes for your
future!

willowhomegallery.com
KASLO
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JV Humphries Valedictorians’ address
By Kaitlynn Mortensen and
Tatum Hearne
Hello! And welcome to the
parents, siblings, friends, teachers,
peers, and perhaps even ghosts
and ghouls, that are joining us
here today. My name is Kaitlynn
Mortensen and my name is Tatum
Hearne, and we have been voted
in as the valedictorians for the
graduating class of 2022.
I hope all of you are proud to
find yourselves here today, whether
you take pride in your shiny new
high school diploma, or if you’re
a spectator, watching as a loved
one takes to the stage. After all, it’s
been quite the endeavor. Maybe,
a step or two up from setting us
free on an island and having us
fight for dominance, but that’s just
a matter of opinion. I think that
would be fun. At the very least,
we got to watch the legendary
2007 animated masterpiece Surf
Sup. In reality, you’re all like Cody
Maverick; riding the wave called
life in pursuit of your dreams. In
the wise words of Big Z: “That’s
the best place in the world to be.”
In the past 10 months, I have
heard people express everything
from being so excited to graduate
that they can’t wait for this day,
to saying they don’t care much
for graduation, and they’re just
anxious to get out of here. Despite
the mixed feelings about this day,
I believe that everyone here is
ready to start a new beginning,
whether they know it or not. I have
spent the last eight years of my
life walking these halls, drawing
on the picnic tables, sitting in
these classrooms – or sleeping in
them – and today it comes to an
end. It is the end of an era. After
today, no matter how terrified, no
matter how clueless, or no matter
how careless we might be, each of
us will start a new chapter of our
story. As we all turn the pages of
our stories, I want each and every
one of you to know you know, you
have all helped shape me into the
courageous, confident, and sincere
person I am today. I deeply value

the moments I have shared with
you all throughout my time at J.V.
Humphries, and I would like to
thank you all for adding a piece to
the mosaic of my life.
I’ve spent the entirety of my
school life at JVH, and now I’m
thoroughly ready to spend the rest
of my life outside of it. I’m sure
that’s how many of you feel as
well. And for good reason: there’s
a certain point one reaches in high
school, when all the chairs feel
too small, and all the days start
to blur together. All of you have
grown exponentially over these
years, all at different times, and
in different facets of your lives. I
know I certainly have, going from
a scrawny and skittish child, to
somebody I’m proud to be today.
I hope that each and every one
of you can find something about
yourselves to be proud of. As you
step through the next door of your
life, I ask you to never forget that
intelligence comes in every form,
whether you’re an artist, an athlete,
a mathematician, a scientist, a
writer, a fisherman, or chef. The
growth will not stop here. Wisdom
will find you when least expect it,
whether it be through life’s subtlest
of lessons, the new people you’ll
meet, or if you decide to sacrifice
an eye for it.
Many of the people in this class
have gone to school here their
whole lives. I have not, yet I have
made countless memories here that
will never be forgotten – everything
from field trips and tournaments to
dances and complaining about
homework. But my favourite
memory is the one I am making
right now. Standing on this stage,
looking at all of you, is a sight I
will never forget. This moment
symbolizes all of those memories
together, and I will cherish them
for as long as possible. Like every
class, we have had people come
and go, and no matter how long
you have been a part of this class,
whether we are best friends or mere
acquaintances, I am proud of you.
Inside this building, many of

us have spent an absurd amount
of time together – approximately
16,830 hours. Some of you have
been with us since middle school,
watching us compulsively flip
every water bottle in our radius, and
some have only joined us recently,
as we bribe every teacher to play
animated children’s films during
class time. As young children, we
were a particularly rowdy group,
and we’ve held onto a degree of
unabashed chaos since. It doesn’t
matter if you’ve been here since
Kindergarten, or joined us this
September, one of us has probably
already given you rabies.
Spending my final high school
moments on this stage is a very

meaningful thing to me. This
theatre has been my happy place
for the last five years. It is a place
where I have spent hours upon
hours learning and discovering
who I am and what I have a passion
for. I vividly remember performing
for the first time on this stage, and
looking back and seeing how far I
have come and how I have grown
as a person since then gives me a
feeling of such certainty that not
only I, but everyone on this stage
can and will continue to grow
into who we were meant to be. I
want to encourage everyone in the
graduating class of 2022 to be who
you are, not who others tell you
to be. As Lady Gaga once said:

Madison Albright: Barry
B u t l e r, H o w a r d G r e e n
Memorial, West Kootenay Toy
Run; Samaya Bellefeuille: Edie
Allen, Jack McDowell; Conan
Dwyer: Community Fund of
North Kootenay Lake; Maddi
Handley: Village of Kaslo,
Howard Green Memorial, CBT
Youth Service, Kootenay Lake
Teachers Association, Royal
Canadian Legion #74, Ladies
Auxiliary, District Authority,
Christine Perkins Fine Arts
; Ta t u m H e a r n e : A l a n
Hoshizaki Memorial, Howard
Green Memorial, Georgia
Ethel; Ahma Hofmann: Kaslo
Masonic Lodge #25, Kaslo
Golf Club; Zack Lamoureux:
Kootenay Lake PVPA, JV
Humphries, Kaslo Masonic
Lodge #25, Kaslo Golf
Club, KSCU, Nelson Rotary,
Royal Canadian Legion #74,
District Authority, BC School
Superintendents Association;
Betty Lukacs: Kaslo Jazz etc.,
JVH PAC, Aya Higashi, District
Authority, David Thompson Art;
Kaitlynn Mortensen: Hiltrud
Rohlmann, Western Community
Foundations, West Kootenay
Toy Run; Faye Petersen:
L e a t h w o o d / Wy n n y c h u c k ,

Farmers’ Institute, Bob Douglas
Memorial, District Authority,
Geogia Ethel, Christine Perkins
Human Rights award; Raya
Prytuluk: Columbia Power,
Lakehead and Beyond Produce
Society, Nelson Rotary Club,
CUPE 748; Julia Steinmann:
Rowan Wiltse Firecracker
Memorial; Nicholas Tait:
Aboriginal Education, Sinclair
m e m o r i a l , R o w a n Wi l t s e
Firecracker Memorial.

— Open every day —

Congratulations to
the Class of 2022!

Toll-free: 1-888-244-3977

wishes the JV Humphries
graduating class of 2022
the very best!
Make your mark on the
world!

Congratulations
to the Class of
2022!

Congratulations
Graduates!
Hurray! You made it!
Woodbury • 250-353-2550

Congratulations to
the J.V. Humphries
graduating class
of 2022!

“Don’t allow people to dim your
shine because they are blinded. Tell
them to put on sunglasses.”
Thank you to everyone who
came to celebrate with us today.
As we are graduating in the theatre
today, we feel it is only fitting that
we end this speech with a quote
from a true thespian. In the words
of Lin Manuel Miranda: “My
dear terrified graduates, you are
about to enter the most uncertain
and thrilling period of your lives.
The stories you are about to live
are the ones you will be telling
your children, grandchildren, and
therapists.”

Scholarships and awards

Best wishes to
all of our Grads!

Front St, Kaslo • 250-353-2566
figmentscanada.com
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Congratulations &
best wishes to the 2022
Graduating Class of
J. V. Humphries School!
The Sky is the
limit, Graduates!
Set your sights
high

Front Street
Market
Kaslo, BC

Never forget where
you came from!

Congratulations to the
JVH Class of 2022. Way
to go Quinn & Raya!
Front
Street
Kaslo

Best
Wishes to
the JVH
class of
2022

433 Front Street Kaslo • 250.353.2432

Congratulations
Grads

Go confidently in the
directions of your
dreams

Class of 2022, the
future is yours.
Rise to meet
every challenge.

Congratulations from
Kaslo Masonic
Lodge #25

May you be guided by
your heart, inspired
by your dreams and
motivated by your
knowledge. All the
best!

Aimee Watson
Director Area D
RDCK

Congratulations,
graduates!
From the crew at
Woodbury Resort
and JB’s Pub

NAKUSP & THE ARROW LAKES
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Nakusp council, June 13: SAR shed budget boosted
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Anyone who’s been to the home
reno store in the last year knows
prices have skyrocketed, and it’s the
same for municipal governments.
Council budgeted $150,000 two
years ago to build a storage shed at
the Emergency Services Building
for the Arrow Lakes Search and
Rescue Society. The money to
pay for it was going to come from
several organizations and levels of
government.
However, when the project went
out for tender this spring, the lowest
bidder said they could build it for
a minimum of $181,000. Making
matters worse, budget cuts for Search
and Rescue meant they could only
contribute $50,000, not $60,000, to
the project.
Staff had to go back to council
for approval to bump up the budget.
“Staff is desiring a resolution
from council to allow for this project
to proceed or be cancelled entirely so
that it may turn its attention to other
projects requiring attention,” said a
report to council. “The additional
funds can come from grants, reserves,
surplus, or borrowing.”
Council approved a plan to
bump up the project budget to
$200,000, to cover any unforeseen
overruns, and for staff to apply to
the Regional District of Central
Kootenay (RDCK) for some of
the extra money. They’ll top up

Even small ads get
noticed in the
Valley Voice.

the shortfall with $30,000 from the
NACFOR Legacy Fund.

Election bylaw passed

The rules for the next municipal
election in October have been set.
Council voted to approve its election
and assent voting bylaw, a necessary
formality that had to be completed
this month.
While the Province sets most
of the rules governing municipal
elections, each community can tweak
certain aspects of the law to fit local
needs – mostly technical items, like
how notices are issued, the order of
candidates on the ballot, and having
scrutineers at the voting place. This
year council chose to eliminate mailin voting, a little-used service that
cutting will save staff time.
Nakuspians will go to the polls
on October 15 to select a new mayor
and council.

Miller leaving

Speaking of the election,
Councillor Ken Miller announced
during the meeting he won’t be
running for office again. Miller was
chosen in a byelection in 2019 to
replace Janis Neufeld, who resigned
her seat for health reasons.
Miller had sat on council for two
terms previously, going back to the
mid-’90s. His announcement means
there’ll be two seats on council up for
grabs – Susan DeSandoli announced
in May she won’t be running again,
either.

Councillor pay hike

Mayor and council have voted
for a pay increase for future Village
leadership. Council decided to
increase the mayor’s pay from
$13,823 to $17,719, and the
councillors’ from $6,911 to $9,550.
The decision came after a review
prompted by Susan DeSandoli, who

is not running again for council.
“I’d like to encourage working
people to apply to council. I think
right now it is kind of onerous for
people running businesses,” she said.
Every councillor agreed.
“Back then there was no cell
phone or email, and if I was out of
town it was hard to reach me,” said
Ken Miller about the increasing
workload councillors face. “I think
the new raise is justified.”
“It’s basically glorified volunteer
work,” added Aidan McLaren-Caux,
who noted the current salary of all
five members of council put together
was just $41,000, or “a mediocre
salary for one person.”
“I think it’s important to increase
the compensation to attract good
people,” he said. “Because it is
important work.”
The increase would put the
council’s salaries just a little above
the average for other similar-sized
communities. A table provided by
staff showed those communities pay
their mayors an average of $16,500,
and councillors $8,900.
Increases to the new salary
levels would be tied to the Village’s
union contracts, negotiated every
few years.
The new salaries are set on a
per-capita basis, with each property
paying about $9 annually towards the
mayor’s salary, and about $5.30 per
councillor. The new cost to taxpayers
for the salaries would total about
$55,900, and require a 1.27% tax
increase next year.
The pay raises take effect in
January, after the next council is
elected.

Zero emission target

Council has directed staff to
start working towards making

the Village administration much
more environmentally friendly.
At the urging of Aidan McLarenCaux, council voted to join the
West Kootenay EcoSociety’s 100%
Renewable Kootenays program.
The project engages municipal
governments to commit to transition
to 100% renewable energy no later
than 2050, across all community
energy uses.
That would mean things like
only purchasing electric vehicles
and equipment, upgrading municipal
infrastructure to not use fossil fuels
and increase energy efficiency,
among other measures.
Nakusp would join Kaslo, New
Denver, Silverton, Slocan and other
Kootenay municipalities in working
towards meeting the target. The
program does not apply to private
homes or businesses.
The motion to have Village staff
develop a plan with the EcoSociety
passed without much debate.

Electric charging stations

The Nakusp Hot Springs is going
to get an electric vehicle charging
station. Council voted to spend just
over $18,100 to install one station at
the hot springs, and another at the
municipal works yard.
The works yard one will figure
into the Village’s plan to buy more
electric vehicles.
“Operations intends on replacing
existing fleet vehicles with Battery
Electric Vehicles where possible,”
notes the staff report. “Having the
charging infrastructure in place is
a critical to this, so a two-port level
2 station…will be installed in the
public works garage…”
The public works garage project
will require upgrading the power line
into the building as well.
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The federal government has a
program in place to pay for half the
cost of the level 2 chargers.
The Village’s portion would
come from the federal Community
Works Fund, which is paid for by the
gas tax, and will be worked into next
year’s budget.

Unsightly premises

Council voted to declare 739
9A Ave. NW and 503-2nd Ave. NW
“nuisance” properties.
Staff told council they had
several years’ worth of complaints
on both properties.
After numerous attempts to work
with both landlords, Village staff will
now go onto both properties – with
police present – and clean up the
mess. The owners will be charged
for the cleanup, and if they don’t pay,
the charge will go onto their tax bills.
And the hammer could come
down even harder for the owner of
the 739 9A Ave. property.
“Administration is proposing
that if any future violations occur
that the Village’s legal counsel be
referred to and that severe penalties
as afforded through the Offence Act
be considered,” the staff report states.
“Penalties can include a fine of up to
$50,000; and/or 6 months in jail.”
Council voted to move ahead on
cleaning both properties.

Steel memoriam

Nakusp residents who want
to shine on after passing from this
mortal coil can now have their
grave marker made of stainless
steel. Council gave third reading
to an amendment to the Village’s
cemetery bylaw to allow the metal to
be used for markers, along with the
more traditional granite headstone or
bronze plaques. The bylaw will be
adopted at the next council meeting.

Nakusp Chamber prez ‘absolutely expects’ bright future for organization
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Four months after almost ceasing
operations, the new president of the
Nakusp Chamber of Commerce says
the organization has turned things
around.

“I absolutely expect things
to move forward,” says Tina
Knooihuizen. “We’ve done so
much in the short time we’ve been
together. Give us a year – we’re
going to surprise everyone.”
In March, the Chamber held an

by Jan McMurray
Hwys 6 and 31 in the Nakusp
area will be resurfaced this season,
and the preparation work has already
begun.
The maintenance contractor,
Yellowhead Road and Bridge,
has replaced culverts with new,

larger diameter culverts that the
ministry says will increase the route’s
resiliency to extreme weather and
extend the life of the new asphalt
surface.
A new wildlife culvert to aid the
crossing of migrating western toads
has also been installed.
The ministry also reports that
the shoulders are being stripped and
new shoulder material will be applied
after the paving is completed. Where
possible, additional asphalt will be
applied to widen the shoulders.
The culvert replacements and
wildlife culvert installation were
completed in May. The resurfacing
project is ongoing and will be
completed in the early summer of
2022.
The paving is being carried out
by Emil Anderson Construction as
part of an $8.1 million contract for
resurfacing on Hwys 6 and 31.

Road work underway in Nakusp area

LOVELY LILY IS READY FOR ADOPTION!

Lily is a 10-month-old kitten with bright yellow eyes and
sleek black fur! She’s very social and will demand a lot
of your time. Don’t expect cuddles yet – you’ll have to
work on that! Lily is learning manners and how to best
interact with other animals and humans. She’s very
curious and entertaining and will become a wonderful
companion – if you have the time to spend with her. For
more information, call PALS today at 265-265-3792.
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emergency meeting, and announced
that without people coming forward
to form a new board, one of Nakusp’s
oldest organizations would have to
fold. The future of the Visitor Centre
run by the Chamber was also in
doubt, as the past president said they
had no staff to run it.
The warning worked, and a full
slate of directors – four executive
and three regular board members –
were found to lead the organization.
Knooihuizen, an artist who
runs the business Raven Ridge,
says all the new board members
are enthusiastic about tackling the
challenges. But she admits they lack
experience.
“I hung up on a discussion where
I agreed to be the president, and then
I googled, ‘What is the Chamber of
Commerce?’” she told the Valley
Voice. “We are all brand new, not
only to being Chamber directors, but
to being directors for anything. I’m
the only one with experience being
on a board.”
The first meetings were devoted
to doing the essentials – especially
trying to keep the Visitor Centre
open, says Knooihuizen. They
managed to hire new blood to run it.
“We have amazing staff there

– we are really happy with that,”
she says. “Everyone at the Visitor
Centre is working on rebuilding
that, as well.”
Now that they’ve hired a manager
and staff for the tourism booth, they
can go on to the next most important
job at hand: strategic planning.
“We’re answering the question,
‘What is the benefit of being a
member?’” she says. “Our first
meetings were also about being a
member, and we have a long list of
things currently in place – from the
Visitor Centre and filling brochure
racks on the ferry – to the list of
things we are working on having
by the end of this year and up into
next year.”
Fundraising is another big job,
she says.
“We have to raise thousands
just to keep the Visitor Centre and
Chamber running,” she says. “But
the hard work is fun, because of the
good people we have.”
The other Chamber directors
are Chelsea Potter (vice-president),
Sandra Dempsey-Koch (treasurer),
Courtney Edwards (secretary), Dolly
Edwards, David Dudbar, and Chris
Galea. Tracy Fetters is managing the
Visitor Centre.

COMMUNITY
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Freshet flows smoothly, but worrisome storm clouds on horizon
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The 2020 freshet is in full
swing. Melting has finally begun at
high elevations, swelling the West
Kootenay’s lakes and rivers.
“Freezing levels are quite high,
are reaching above 4,000 metres,
which is well above mountain peaks,
particularly for the southern half of
the province,” said Environment
Canada’s Armel Castellan at a news
briefing June 24.
The melt is about a month
behind schedule, thanks to a cool and
wet spring. While lower and midelevations are pretty well snow-free,
there’s still a lot of snow waiting to
come down from the high country.
At this time last year, snowpack
overall in the West Kootenay was
below normal levels. This year, more
than double the amount of snow as

normal remains – 215%.
“Currently the snowpack at high
elevations in the West Kootenay is
still fairly significant,” says Dave
Campbell, head of the BC River
Forecast Centre. “For example,
about a third of this year’s snow
has melted at the Redfish Creek
automated snow weather station,
near Nelson/Kokanee Park.”
While slow, the melt has been
steady, and that’s good news. Enough
snow is gone that the flood risks
associated with winter runoff itself
are diminishing, says Campbell.
“On the largest river systems,
the way we’re at with the snowpack
now, we do anticipate the impact of
this accelerated snowmelt will be
fairly measured,” he told the June 24
news conference, adding later, “I do
anticipate that as we come into the
later part of next week, those risks –

related to the snowmelt component
of flooding – will start to taper off.”

‘Rain event’ next week?

But there’s always that other
component of flooding – rain.
During freshet, the risk of flood
increases during heavy summer
rainstorms.
To date, the Valley Voice
readership area generally has missed
any flooding from significant rain
events, but at press time forecasters
were predicting that lucky streak
might be coming to an end.
The 10-day forecast by the
Forecast Centre’s CLEVER software
(issued June 27) shows a huge spike
on the Slocan River system on July
6 – with Lemon Creek expected to
briefly exceed its 1974 height and
the Slocan River at Crescent Valley
surpassing its 1961 record-setting
level.

While concerning, Campbell
says at the moment that forecast is
far from certain.
“On the [June 26] model run,
the long-range weather forecast was
starting to indicate the potential for a
significant rainfall event next week,”
says Campbell. “And this is what the
CLEVER model was capturing, and
leading to extremely high forecasts
on the medium term (next week).”
Campbell notes that rainfall
forecasts have a high degree of
uncertainty beyond a few days, “so
at this time there is very limited
confidence in whether the longrange precipitation forecast will
pan out.”
Forecasters from the River
Forecast Centre and Environment
and Climate Change Canada are
working to revise their models of
how this weather pattern is likely to
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evolve, he added.
The possible spike in the river
levels is only forecast to last less than
a day, before returning to slightly
elevated background levels. Slocan
Lake itself is forecast to continue
to steadily drop in levels over the
10-day period.
Campbell says the River
Forecast Centre will issue advisories/
warnings and messaging around risks
associated with the potential rainfall
in the coming days if necessary.
At press time there were no
flood watches, warnings, or highwater advisories in effect in the
West Kootenay, though streams and
riverbanks can be dangerous during
freshet and should be avoided.
Google ‘BC River Forecast
Centre’ to find links to the CLEVER
model, and the latest updates on river
warnings and advisories.

Thank you for supporting your local businesses!

NAKUSP & AREA

Key to a thriving local economy

Bon Marche Dollar Dollar

JB’s Pub & Restaurant

Open Wed-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.
Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit. Cleaning
protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance. Masks are at the
discretion of the customer.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644

Jones Boys Boats

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd.

Kaslo Kayaking & Adventure Centre

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kim’s Kustoms

Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012

Nakusp Glass

Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakuspglass@gmail.com

We are open for business!
www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats
www.kasloadventurecentre.com
250-353-1925 Getting you outside for your mental health!

Kaslo Hotel

Sharie Merrifield’s Bookkeeping Service

Restaurant & Pub open 11;30 am-9 pm. Front desk open 8 am-9 pm. Call or
check our website for reservations. Check our Facebook page for upcoming
events. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714, www.kaslohotel.com.

Kaslo Husky

Open Mon-Fri, 5 am-8 pm; Sat 6 am-8 pm; Sun 7 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

T.H.E. Pharmacy (Kaslo)

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay

Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends.
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409

Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222
Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 12 noon, 1 pm - 4:30 pm.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca
Mon-Sat, 9 am-5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the front entrance of the shop.
No appointments are necessarily for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and
lounge area is open.
For all inquiries, call us at 250-265-3332, email info@shons.ca, website:
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike-Ski-Stay.

Save-On-Foods

Open 8 am - 8 pm daily until September 4, then back to 8 am-7 pm Bottle
returns - up to 2 dozen max.
250-265-3662.

Eagle Small Motors and Repairs

Monday 4-6 pm; Tuesday-Thursday 9 am-6 pm; Friday-Saturday 9 am-5 pm.
250-265-4911

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo

Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com

Angry Hen Brewing Company

Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week!
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.

Cornucopia

Now open Mon-Sat, 9:00 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

Raven’s Nest

Open every day: Mon–Sat, 10:30a–4:30p; Sun, 11a–3p • Our gazebo on
Main has great natural fibre clothing deals, and for further savings please visit
RavensNestBC.com • Recent Arrivals: The latest in eco-fashion is now here
from Kelowna’s Brok Boys and Victoria’s Hemp & Company, as well as Abaka
of Montreal and Effort’s of Toronto. And our bookshelves are chock full of the
best books from BC & Canada and from around the world. • Thanks for shopping
local – we hope to see you soon! • 250-358-2178 • Facebook & Instagram •

Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Nakusp Taxi

with others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills. If you are
self isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your shopping for
you and have it delivered to you or you can pick it up. You can call the store at
250-358-2270 or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to place your orders.

Kaslo Mechanical

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.
Open
kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Sunnyside Naturals

Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667

Woodbury Resort

Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

SLOCAN VALLEY
NEW DENVER

Help your business succeed ! ! I will manage your GST, PST, MRDT, WCB, and Wage
Deduction Remittances in a timely manner. 25 years experience. Sharie Merrifield (250)
358 - 6806 Email: sha01@telus.net (that is a zero, not an ‘O’)

Valley Voice

Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca, www.valleyvoice.ca

Wilds of Canada Cycle
Bicycle sales and service

Open Thurs-Fri, 10 am-5 pm
Drop-off service for bicycle repairs. Call for appointment: 250-358-7941

SILVERTON

Silverton Camp Cafe

Open year round, 7 days a week including holidays! Everything fresh baked
daily. Monday-Saturday 9:00-4:00, Sunday 9-3. 780-660-3784

SLOCAN

Village of Slocan – Office, Library, Clinic, Fitness Centre

Village Office open – Masks Mandatory. Library open (Thursdays 1-5pm,
Sundays 11am-3pm) - COVID protocols in place; masks mandatory; take out
service available. Clinic open – Nurse Practitioner, Acupuncture - COVID
protocols in place; masks mandatory. Fitness Centre temporarily closed.

Slocan Village Market

Open every day 9am-8pm
We have limited the occupancy to 6 customers at a time to enable social
distancing. We thank you for remembering to wear your mask.
We accept phone and curbside orders for those who are unable to wear a
mask. Thank you for your support!
250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

WINLAW

Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and
Teaching Centre

Glacier View Service

The Botanical Dispensary is open Thursday - Saturday 12-4.
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or phone 250-226-7744.

T.H.E. Pharmacy (New Denver)

Colleen Emery, Cl.H, RHT (BCHA) is seeing clients onsite and online or via phone.
New clients are welcome.
All classes and programs are hosted onsite and online.

Open 7 days, 8 am - 5:30 pm
250-358-2445
Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-2520, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.
com (please use reference “NDCP”) 309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

New Market Foods

Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can

Visit our online shop: https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/

Mama Sita’s

Open for dine-in, take-out, delivery & Outdoor seating. Sun 8 am-7 pm, Mon 8
am-7 pm Tues 8 am - 7 pm Wed-Sat 8 am - 8 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods

New hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-6 pm; Sun 10 am-4 pm
Email to order for pick-up: gaiatreewholefoods@gmail.com 250-226-7255

COMMUNITY
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School District 8 Kootenay Lake, June 21: SD 8 to operate provincial online learning school
by Jan McMurray
School District 8 trustees and
staff wore orange shirts at the board
meeting on June 21, to acknowledge
National Indigenous Peoples Day.

Provincial online school

SD 8 has been chosen as one of
18 districts in the province to operate
a provincial online learning school
(POLS), starting in the 2023-24
school year. SD 8 currently operates
a full complement of K-12 courses
online under its Elev8 Homelinks and
DESK programs. As a POLS, these
SD 8 courses will be shared on a new
provincial online learning platform
– and SD 8 will benefit from having
access to the wide variety of courses
on the system. More information on
next steps will be coming from the
ministry in the fall.

School fees to be
reviewed for 2023-24

It’s that time of year again when
school fees need to be approved.
The SD 8 board has had extensive
discussions about the fees in the
past, and did so again at this meeting.
The topic may not be so hot when
it comes around again, as staff has
committed to reviewing the fees in
the fall. The board will receive the
results of the review, which will give
them more detail and clarity on fees
being charged at schools throughout
the district.
Superintendent Trish Smillie
said next year’s fees are similar to
this year’s, and reminded the board
that the district has a policy to waive
the fees for families who can’t afford
to pay them. She also said staff’s
understanding was that the fees had
been approved by the PACs at each
school, and that they align with the
School Act. All PACs approve the fees
by March 31 every year.
“I think we need to get a handle
on fees,” said Trustee Cody Beebe.
“I am okay with charging fees for
extracurricular activities, but I have
an issue with charging fees for course
materials that students might not be
able to afford – and they might not
want to ask for help. So now we’re
creating a two-tier system.”
The board approved next year’s
fees, but asked staff to review them all

between September 2022 and January
2023 to ensure they align with the
School Act. The School Act does not
allow fees for course materials that
are necessary for graduation. Any
fees outside of the parameters set in
the School Act will be refunded to
parents. The board will receive the
results of the review and have an
opportunity for further discussion.
The superintendent will also
ensure that the district’s financial
hardship policy is communicated to
families.

A motion to cut trustee
remuneration did not pass. Instead,

the board recommended a review of
trustee remuneration after the new
board is elected on October 15.
Trustee Al Gribbin put forward
the motion that would have cut the
trustees’ pay by 12%. He proposed
to base SD 8 trustee remuneration on
the provincial average rather than the
provincial median.
In introducing his motion, he
explained, “The cuts in the current
budget will be felt by all members of
the school community. Trustees are
the only ones who are not impacted
personally by these cuts and I think
we need to send a message to our
partners in the district that we need
to share in some of the pain.”

submitted
The wonder and humorous magic
of Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s
Dream will come to Kaslo this
Canada Day weekend. The inaugural
Kaslo Shakespeare Festival presents
this classic tale of lovers, clowns and
fairies at the Langham Theatre on
Saturday, July 2 at 7 pm and Sunday,
July 3 at 3 pm.

Under the direction of Wendy
Poer, a group of local actors,
movement artists (eurythmists),
and a recorder ensemble have
come together to bring this timeless
masterpiece to life.
Acting and the art of Eurythmy are
interwoven in this play to picture forth
the mysterious relations between the
fairy world and the human world so

Trustee pay holds steady
for now

Gribbin said the board recently
changed trustee remuneration from
the provincial median to the provincial
average, “and we went from 30th
highest paying district in the province
to the 20th. Our remuneration
increased fairly dramatically, and I
feel it was fair before – there were
always 30 school districts above us
and 30 below us… I’m just asking
that we go back to the median wage
so everyone knows we are willing to
take a hit along with everyone else.”
Trustee Beebe was the only
trustee to speak in favour of Gribbin’s
proposal, and several trustees spoke
against it. Trustee Becky Coons
pointed out that with the election

coming up, it was important to
make the job attractive to potential
candidates. She also spoke about the
value of the trustees’ work, which she
feels is worth more than the $1,400
per month they receive. Vice-chair
Sharon Nazaroff pointed out that the
budget cuts don’t affect the wages
of teachers, CUPE or administration
staff in the district. “To take a cut right
now when everything is going up…
it affects my life so I have to vote
against this.”
The motion was defeated, so
trustees’ remuneration will remain
as is and the new board will consider
revisiting the issue once elected in
the fall.

Kaslo Shakespeare Festival presents Midsummer Night’s Dream
ingeniously depicted by Shakespeare.
Eurythmy, a movement art created
by Rudolf Steiner, makes visible
the spoken word and musical tone
through imaginatively choreographed
gestures, revealing the creative forces
in human speech.
“Come join us for this magical
summer moment of comedy and
catharsis where dreams come true,”

said Poer. “We hope this performance
can bring the wonder of what it means
to be a human being.”
For more information, call
(250)353-7675. Tickets are $15
and are available at the Eurythmy
Studio and Bookstore and Sunnyside
Naturals in Kaslo. The Langham
Theatre is located at 447 A Avenue
in Kaslo.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream will be presented at the Langham this Canada Day weekend.

Mt Sentinel
Scholarships
and awards

Michael Abrosimoff-Penner:
Mt. Sentinel Service Award, Mt.
Sentinel Student’s Council Service
Award; Sam Anderson: Aboriginal
Education Scholarship; Silas
Ehlers: Winlaw Elementary Alumni
Scholarship, District Authority
Scholarship, Mt. Sentinel Principal’s
and Vice Principals’ Award; Netta
Hager: Rotary Nelson Scholarship,
Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

District Authority Scholarship,
WE Graham Community School
Slocan Cares Award, Katrine Conroy
MLA Bursary; Nina Hillburn:
Columbia Basin Trust, Youth
Community Service Award, Rotary
Nelson Scholarship, Heritage
Credit Union, Slocan Valley Cooperative Community Development
Bursary, Aboriginal Education
Scholarship; Seamus Judd: Slocan
Valley Legion Bursary; Rachel
Koorbatoff: Brent Kennedy
Memorial Award, Rotary Nelson
Scholarship, District Authority
Scholarship, Kootenay Area Skilled
Trades Award, Mt. Sentinel PAC
scholarship, Retired Teachers of
Nelson Trades Scholarship, Nelson
& District Credit Union Student
Spirit Award; Delaney Lewis:
Mt. Sentinel PAC Scholarship;
Rosi Matern: Paul Poohachoff
Memorial Award for academic

excellence, University of Toronto
National Book Award, Slocan Valley
Legion Bursary, Columbia Power
Bursary Program, Kootenay Lake
Principals’ and Vice Principal’s
Aw a r d ; A d a h a i M c M a h o n :
Selkirk Paving Bursary; Jamie
Popoff-Hnatiuk: Brent Kennedy
PAC Bursary; Aaron Postnikoff:
Columbia Basin Trust Youth
Community Service Award, Mt.
Sentinel PAC Scholarship, Kootenay
Savings Community Foundation
Bursary, Greg Patterson Community
Service Bursary; Benyon Smart:
Ken Savinkoff Friendship Award;
Alina Stooshnoff: District Authority
Scholarship, Heritage Credit Union;
Jasper Thompson: McEwan Law
Award, WE Graham Community
School Slocan Cares Award; Katie
Van Der Hoeven: Slocan Valley Cooperative Community Development
Bursary.
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Slocan Valley’s Zaynab Mohammed wins Richard Carver Award

submitted
This year’s recipient of the
Richard Carver Award for emerging
writers is Slocan Valley poet Zaynab
Mohammed.
Zaynab’s multiple letters of
nomination highlighted the quality
of her work, community involvement
and support of the literary community.
From one nomination letter: “Zaynab
is truly a bright sparkling intellect
who is able to widely speak to
diverse peoples… due to her unique
background, life paths taken and
above all her incredible artistic
expression; which can be appreciated
in her poetry, her musical poem
renditions of contemporary society,
and her magnetic and light-hearted
personality!”
An arms-length jury reviewed
Zaynab’s work. “Zaynab’s poetry
conveys powerful messages through
simple lines, often employing
inclusive language to place readers
or listeners on the inside of a poem,
positioning them within a collective.
Her work is both poignant and
accessible,” said one juror.
The award was presented on

Saturday, June 25 at an Elephant
Mountain Literary Festival event by
Richard’s daughter, Jocelyn Carver.
“It’s such a gift for my family to be
able to remember my father every
year, surrounded by inspired and
inspiring authors,” Jocelyn said.
“That the award recognizes and
provides a platform for emerging
writers is very in keeping with
his love and support for artists
of all kinds. Zaynab lifted me up
with her poetry performance on
Saturday, so the exchange is both
intergenerational and instant! A huge
thanks to NDAC and EMLF… local
heroes all!
Richard Carver was invested in
the community as a lover of the arts
and the Kootenays. He was a mover
and shaker on the board of the Nelson
and District Arts Council, and the
primary sponsor of this award named
in his honour.
The Nelson and District Arts
Council and Elephant Mountain
Literary Festival would like to thank
all of the nominees, nominators,
and the jury for all their work and
commitment to the literary scene

here in the district.
For more information, visit the

submitted
A West Kootenay artist will be
showing his work along with some of
the world’s best in the ‘On the Edge’
show being held by the Federation of

Canadian Artists.
Slocan Valley artist Frantisek
Strouhal’s work ‘The Flaming
Revelation’ was juried by the FCA
to be included in the exhibition, now

being held at Granville Island until
July 17.
“I am grateful and pleased to
have been selected by the FCA jury
to take part in this wonderful show,”

Nelson and District Arts Council
website at www.ndac.ca. Inquiries
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may be sent to: richardcarveraward@
gmail.com.

Zaynab Mohammed is the recipient of the 2022 Richard Carver Award for emerging writers.

West Kootenay artist takes part in international show
says Strouhal.
Strouhal’s creation, ‘The Flaming
Revelation’ is a part of his dreamy
and breathtaking mixed media series,
Art Embracing Awareness. The
human form is essential to Strouhal’s
artwork, which he describes as “the
most universal symbol of beauty.”
“The Flaming Revelation and
the writing that accompanies the
piece explore the layers of emotional
complexity contained within the
human form,” he says. “Each
brushstroke leaves a trace of timeless
nostalgia, a feeling that floods the
mind and body of memories made of
love and heartache, dreams that are
alive and dreams lost along the way.”
Open to all artists worldwide,
this international exhibition is

to encourage artists to challenge
themselves in their practice, challenge
their audience and push the limits of
their media for the chance to exhibit
on a global stage and win prize
awards.
The mission of the Federation of
Canadian Artists (FCA) is to advance
the knowledge and appreciation
of art and culture to all Canadians,
offering education, exhibition and
communication in the Visual Arts, and
to support and promote emerging to
professional member artists.
The exhibition will take place at
the Federation Gallery on Granville
Island in Vancouver and online at
federationgallery.com from June 27 to
July 17. Frantisek’s works and writings
can be seen at frantisekstrouhal.com.

Four Seasons
Greenhouse & Nursery

‘The Flaming Revelation’ by Slocan Valley artist Frantisek Strouhal was selected to show at an international exhibition on Granville Island.

Closed Wednesdays & Sundays starting July 1st
Open 10-3 all other days
5531 Slocan River Road, Winlaw
250 226 7254

Bedding plant SALE
70% off all annuals

Assorted ceramic pots & bird baths. 3 piece set $72.99
Plastic pots with many shapes & sizes.
Trees, shrubs, roses, perennials
(over 300 varieties in stock)
Manures, soil, landscape fabric, fertilizers
We accept Visa, Mastercard, Debit
Fruit trees & small fruit, strawberries, raspberries & more
Still a great selection of quality plants available!!!
Roses and lilies now in bloom!!

These two segments of Fauquier’s northern breakwater were replaced June 27-29. One of the sections had flipped over, and the other had
submerged into the substrate. The work included lifting the submerged segment, disconnecting the anchor chains, swapping out the two faulty
segments with new ones, installing a new anchor and reconnecting the chains.

20% off
Perennials
& hanging
baskets &
planters
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Kaslo council, June 14: Tenders, permits and voting, oh my!
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter

Arena alarm upgrades

A project to improve the fire
alarm system in the arena is being
put on the front burner.
Council approved a plan to have
PBX, an engineering firm, begin
the design work on a new fire alarm
system. PBX was hired to do an
assessment of the job a few months
ago, and staff recommended they
be hired for the next phase of the
project, as well.
“For continuity, their familiarity
with the project, and our project
timeline, staff recommends
continuing the design and
construction administration with
PBX,” says a staff report.
Staff said the timeline to
complete the fire alarm replacement
was “aggressive,” as PBX will
complete the detailed design and
prepare tender documents within six
weeks, so the project can be tendered
by August.
“[A] delay in procurement of the
design would push the construction
schedule to after the next winter
arena season, which would require
an extension to the grant and poses a
public safety risk now that the extent
of the deficiencies in the fire alarm

system are known,” cautioned staff.
The project is small enough
– $27,250 – that the Village
doesn’t have to go through the
formal tendering process under its
procurement policy.

Riverbank restoration to
begin

It looks like the long-delayed
work on the Kaslo River dike and
bank restoration is finally about to
get underway. Council approved
hiring BBA Engineering Ltd. to
manage the project, gather the
needed permits, and conduct field
engineering services.
Work on the flood control project
began in 2016, but environmental
regulations, design changes, and
permit and funding delays have
set back the project. The cost has
also increased from $304,000 to
$460,066.
While they’ve managed to
secure some more funding, the
project has had to be split into two
phases and scaled back, and some
portions put off until more funding
can be found.
The plan is to call for tenders in
time for construction work to begin
in the fall, during low water on the
river. The Village has until the spring
of 2023 to complete the work under
the current federal Fisheries permits.

Vote by mail this October

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

Voters in Kaslo who can’t make
it to the polling station on municipal
election day this October will be
encouraged to apply for a mail-in
ballot instead.
The Village gave first three
readings to its revised Election
Procedures bylaw, which governs
how local elections are run.
“In the past, Kaslo and other
municipalities offered special
voting opportunities in health care
facilities and care homes, typically
for patients/residents and workers
who were not able to travel to regular
polling stations,” says a report
by Corporate Officer Catherine

Allaway.
“…Since the eligibility criteria
in provincial legislation has now
been expanded to allow mail ballot
voting by the individuals that
historically used the special voting
opportunities, it is recommended
that special voting opportunities be
replaced with mail ballot voting in
the fall 2022 election.”
Allaway said information on
how to use mail-in balloting will
be part of the Village’s election
advertising.

Jazz Fest jazz

Council dealt with several items
about the upcoming Kaslo Jazz
Festival. It approved the festival
applying for a beer garden licence
for the event, and approved in
principle a plan to use the South
Beach property as a campground
during the festival.
The Kootenay Lake Innovation
Centre plans on running the
campground, on land south of the
mouth of the Kaslo River. And while
the property owner has okayed the
plan, the Village doesn’t permit
camping on the site – thus the need
for a Temporary Use Permit from the
town government.
“There is significant demand
for local accommodation during
Jazz Fest,” said a report to council
from staff. “Providing options for
organized camping is likely to reduce
the amount of illegal camping during
the event and improve public safety.”
KLIC will have to put up a
$5,000 security deposit to ensure
that taxpayers won’t be on the hook
if any post-festival cleanup is needed.
Councillors gave their approval
in principle, and the Village will send
out notices of the permit application.
Council was to make a final decision
at its June 28 meeting.

FireSmart contract

The Village is going to keep this
year’s FireSmart work in the capable
hands of a locally based consultant.
Council approved letting
a $53,000 contract to Cathro
Consulting to manage the 2022
Community Resiliency Investment
(FireSmart) project.
“Given their successful track
record and the efficiencies that result
from continuity, staff recommends
awarding the management of the
next phase of the project directly to
Cathro Consulting,” says a report to
city leaders.
The project will cost a total
of $139,000, and is fully funded
by a Union of BC Municipalities
program.

EV for City Hall

Two parking spots at City Hall
are going to be converted to EV
charging stations.
Council voted to enter into a
memorandum of understanding with
the Community Energy Association
to install two Level 2 stations outside
the Village hall.
Under the program, the Village
gets a $10,000 subsidy for each
station, if it puts up $1,000 towards
the installation.
“Participating in the program
will allow Kaslo to lead the transition

to renewable energy at minimal cost
to the taxpayer,” says a staff report.
“It will also ensure that Kaslo is
included as a tourist destination
in the Kootenay Rockies Tourism
initiatives to promote tourism to this
growing market.”
The Village will be responsible
for maintaining the stations for five
years.

Fence me in

The Village is going to do some
fencing around town. It’s going to
spend about $34,700 to fence off the
Murray Pearson Memorial ball field,
public works yard and the Legion
parking area.
Money for the ball park fence
comes from the Columbia Basin
Trust (CBT) and the Kaslo Baseball
& Softball Association. The Village
will provide labour and machine
time.
The Kaslo Legion parking lot
fence was part of an access deal made
for the A Avenue watermain project.
Finally, the public works yard needs
a new fence now that the Kaslo River
bridge project is complete.
Council approved the purchase
of the chain-link fence.

evening. The road will be reopened
the next morning.

Aerodrome leases

You can take down the ‘vacancy’
signs at the Kaslo Aerodrome.
Council approved giving public
notice that they intend to lease out
the last two hangars available at
the airport. With annual increases,
they’ll make close to $10,000 over
five years from the two leases.
The leases mark a milestone
for the aerodrome. Staff have been
working since last year to resurvey
and rationalize boundaries on the
property to enable new opportunities
for growth.
“The leased lands, and any
improvements constructed on them,
will also generate tax revenue for
the municipality,” notes the report
to council. “Long-term leases
are recorded by BC Assessment
Authority, and the tax exemption for
municipal lands will cease to apply.”

Absent for UBCM

Kaslo’s Pride committee is going
to take another crack at painting
the rainbow crosswalk. The project
was supposed to take place on the
community’s Pride Day on June 4,
but the event was rained out.
Council approved two road
closures in June to allow the group
to try again.
Event organizers agreed to
contact neighbouring businesses
to advise them of the plans for
rescheduling.
The timeline for the closure
allows the public works crew to
install the barricades prior to the end
of their workday so that the student
volunteers can paint in the afternoon/

Kaslo Village leaders will be
attending meetings with provincial
ministers at an upcoming conference
without the mayor leading the
entourage. Mayor Suzan Hewat
told council she had a conflict
with a Federation of Canadian
Municipalities conference being
held the same week as the Union
of BC Municipalities meeting in
September.
“Knowing I have four members
of council to attend meetings,
and the CAO will be there, I will
prioritize FCM, knowing I have
people backstopping me to represent
the Village at the UBCM,” she told
council.
It will be Hewat’s first meeting
with the national municipal
organization, having been elected to
the board of directors at a meeting in
May. The FCM pays for the mayor’s
travel to the meeting.

submitted
The Kootenay Lake Angler Incentive
Program’s $1,000 monthly draw winner
for May was Scott Girdwood of Kaslo.
Scott is a fisheries technician and
is motivated him to participate in the
KLAIP program because he is very
knowledgeable about the challenges
faced by the Kootenay Lake fishery.
For his prize, Scott chose gift certificates
from Reel Adventures to be used for a
fishing trip on the coast.
Kootenay Lake has traditionally
been famous for its large Gerrard
rainbow trout and bull trout. However,
their population increased so much that
they forced their prey, juvenile kokanee
salmon, to near extinction, causing
the predators to decrease in size and
condition. Only by helping the kokanee
population recover can the Kootenay
Lake fishery be returned to its former
glory.
The Kootenay Lake Angler
Incentive Program inspires anglers to
get out fishing and enjoy the outdoors.
Anglers are encouraged to harvest
predator rainbow and bull trout in the

main body of Kootenay Lake and then
turn in the heads to local depots for a
chance to win prizes.
The Kootenay Lake Angler Incentive
Program’s second year concluded on
May 31. The third year of the KLAIP
program has just been launched, and
more details, including the youth derby,
will be announced shortly.
Kootenay Lake Angler Incentive
Program is managed by the local West
Arm Outdoors Club with support from
BC Wildlife Federation, Freshwater
Fisheries Society of BC, Habitat
Conservation Trust Foundation, Ministry
of Forests, and several local merchants
from around Kootenay Lake.
The Ministry of Forests urges
anglers to continue to participate in this
program and harvest all of their catch
within daily quota limits to reinforce
improved juvenile kokanee survival and
continue to support low in-lake survival
for the youngest kokanee.
More information on the Kootenay
Lake Angler Incentive Program: https://
bcwf.bc.ca/kootenay-lake-anglerincentive-program/

Rainbow crosswalk re-do

Kaslo resident wins
KLAIP’s May draw
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
COVID CARE ALLIANCE: This
alliance of independent Canadian doctors,
scientists and health care practitioners is
committed to providing top-quality and
balanced evidence-based information to the
Canadian public about COVID-19 so that
hospitalizations can be reduced, lives saved,
and our country safely restored as quickly as
possible. www.canadiancovidcarealliance.
org.
SEEKING HOUSE-SITTING
opportunities over the summer in the
New Denver-Silverton area. Willing to
care for animals, keen to walk dogs. Have
experience and can provide references.
Darcy Lindsay: 250-777-7781.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING – CAN YOU
HELP? The Slocan Valley Housing Society
wants to create more affordable housing
for families, single folk, and seniors in the
Slocan Valley. Do you have land you could
donate? Or money to help us buy the perfect
property? We’re looking for a housing site
that’s approximately one to two acres, with
easy access to electricity, good water, and
close to transit and amenities. If you can
help us ease the housing crunch, please
contact Joyce, our society administrator,
at 250-226-7136, Tuesday or Thursdays,
9 am-2 pm.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

THE VALLEY VOICE IS FOR SALE!
What an amazing opportunity to live your
dream and own your own business. Become
the proud owner of the Valley Voice and
a quaint building on the main street of
New Denver. The newspaper business
can provide a modest living for you and

your family, and wonderful community
connections. If you are so inclined, we
would love to show you the ropes and stay
as long or as little as you need us. We have
absolutely loved our life as newspaper
people! Give us a call at 1-833-501-1700 for
a chat, or email valleyvoice@valleyvoice.
ca. Yours, Dan & Jan.

COMING EVENTS

ELDER ABUSE PREVENTION
- Drop in at the Resource Centre on
Wednesdays, 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson (Nelson & District Seniors
Coordinating Society). 250-352-6008,
NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com, www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.
ca
SLOCAN SATURDAY MARKET Come join us at Expo Park in the village of
Slocan. Featuring local farmers, artisans,
food, kids zone, and live music. Every
Saturday, 10 am-2 pm. June, July, and
August.
SQUARE DANCING - on the second
Saturday of every month, 7-9 pm at the
Bosun Hall, New Denver. Ages 13 and up
are welcome. Admission is by donation.
Bring a water bottle and a snack to share
at the break. Current COVID protocols
will apply.
THE FRIDAY MARKET happens every
Friday in downtown New Denver – 9:30am
to 1:30pm. This gem of a market offers a
bounty of local produce, food products,
flowers, herbs and handmade artisan
wares. Find us on Facebook for weekly
vendor updates. Email: ndfridaymarket@
gmail.com
NEW DENVER’S HIDDEN GARDEN
GALLERY invites you to experience
artistic diversity. Roni Jurgensen’s paintings
and sculpture exhibit ends on Sunday, July
3. Jeremy Down’s nature inspired paintings

CLASSIFIED ADS

are featured, July 5-9. Linda Dixon’s textile
art exhibit runs from July 12-17. The Hidden
Garden Gallery is located at 112 Slocan Ave.
The gallery is open 10 am-3 pm, TuesdaySunday. For more information, please visit
hiddengardengallery.ca.
MOUNTAINSIDE CHAMBER MUSIC
(mountainsidechambermusic.com) presents
an exciting Faculty Concert on Tuesday,
July 12 at 7:30 pm held at St. Saviour’s
Pro-Cathedral on Ward St., Nelson. $20. On
Wednesday, join Fiddle Fun at Gyro Park at
7pm. Friday student performance at 2 pm
at Nelson Covenant Church on Stanley St.
THE SLOCAN LAKE ARTS COUNCIL
presents the SUNSET CONCERTS
SERIES! Come on out and enjoy live music
every weekend! Here’s what’s happening
for the next 3 weeks: July 2 - singersongwriter May Davis; July 9 - Jon Burden
Band; July 15 - Chambers Strings Concert;
and July 16 - Songwriters Circle. Concerts
take place on the lawn at the Slocan Lake
Arts Centre (408 Lake Avenue, Silverton)
every weekend at 7:30 pm. Bring a lawn
chair or blanket. Admission by donation.
Check slocanlakeartscouncil.ca for more
concerts to come!

FOR RENT

PRIME RETAIL/COMMERCIAL
SPACE available for lease on Broadway
in Nakusp. 500 to 2000 sq/ft. C-1, core
commercial. 92 W Broadway St. 250265-1568.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS, HAND
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.
FORTIS POWER POLE, new, never
hooked up. $750 no tax, and ground $150.

Mitchell sells for $1600 + tax. Dave 250354-9268 Slocan City.

HEALTH

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY
now welcoming new and returning clients
for therapeutic and relaxation treatments.
Clean, quiet, professional office located
in Winlaw. Jessica Coonen RMT 250
226-6887 shadetreemassagetherapy@
fastmail.com

HELP WANTED

68-YEAR-OLD disabled male looking for
home support in Silverton. 250-358-2756.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
needed part-time for local financial firm.
The successful applicant will be positive,
detail-oriented, an effective communicator,
and willing to learn. Own computer
required. You can work from home.
Training provided. To apply, email noah@
richlundy.com.
SHAMBHALA MUSIC FESTIVAL
NOW HIRING paid and volunteer positions
for all skill sets! Most positions run July 1826 in Salmo, BC - shambhalamusicfestival.
com/join-the-crew
SERVERS, KITCHEN STAFF, Pro Shop
Attendant wanted at the Slocan Lake Golf
Course. Drop off resumes at the pro shop
or contact Eva at 250-551-5258.
The SILVERY SLOCAN MUSEUM
is seeking an employee between the
ages of 15 and 30. The applicant should
be a self-motivated and independent
worker. Previous museum experience
and computer skills are an asset. 35 hours/
week at $16.20/hour. A cover letter and
resume must be received before July 8,
2022 at silveryslocanhs@gmail.com or
Box 301, New Denver, BC, V0G 1S0.
Inquiries? Call: 250-358-7181.
EXPERIENCED REPORTER wanted
at the Valley Voice. Part-time to start, with
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possible opportunity to move to full-time.
Email resume to valleyvoice@valleyvoice.
ca by July 30 at 5 pm.

HOSPICE

NEW DENVER HOSPICE - Caring
volunteers provide, dignity, respect,
support at end of life, Contact, admin@
newdenverhospice.ca or Cathy Bazay,
403-923-9285.

NOTICES

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and
ACA (Adult Children of Alcoholics/
Dysfunctional Families), AL-ANON
(family) meetings can help. For information
on AA: in New Denver, 250-358-7158;
Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo, 250-3539617. For NA: New Denver, 250-551-4043.
For AL-ANON (family): New Denver,
250-551-6540. For ACA (adult children of
alcoholics): Nakusp, 250-686-0567. Please,
if you can’t get through, try another number.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
SOLID
PLAN

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

S. KING, CET

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES

s.king@solid-plan.ca

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

DRAFTING AND DESIGN
(250) 358-7922

4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

• Top Soil • Excavation • Ditching
• Water Lines • Land Improvement
• Sand & Gravel Delivery

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC VlL 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Medical and
recreational
cannabis seeds

Electrical Contracting Ltd

Outlawseeds.
online

250-358-7721

Leaf Cabinetry

p: 250-226-7849
w: avisexcavating.com
Larry Avis: lmavis@telus.net

Crane Service

Randy
Speers
Construction

Construction, timber framing and HRV
installations • Serving Nakusp & Area

250-265-7313

Wired by Alex

AVIS EXCAVATING
Serving the Slocan Valley

Jim Pownall
& Co.

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

Darcy Feiffer

250-265-7437

Proudly Serving The Kootenays And Surrounding Areas

Alex Joseph

Experience the
WAUVIK touch!
For all your interior
renovation needs:
- Complete Drywall
Services
- Bathroom Renovations
- Carpentry and More....
Over 20 yrs Experience
WCB/Licensed/Insured
Vik 250-505-6509
wauvikrenos@gmail.com

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net
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NOTICES

CARPENTER CREEK LAST WISHES
SOCIETY is a community resource,
providing step-by-step information
to assist in making informed choices
when pre-planning a personalized,
private funeral. 250-358-7760 www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your
local emergency room for confidential care.
FOREVER GREEN: SLGBS seeks
lifetime members supporting the creation
of New Denver’s green cemetery. Please
etransfer $20 to slgreenburialsociety@
gmail.com or mail $20 with details to
SLGBS, Box 69, V0G 1S0.
PARENTS: ARE YOU CONCERNED
about your child or teen’s unhealthy
relationship with digital media? Want to
connect with other parents dealing with
similar issues? Sarah: 250-353-1737 or
baiyaat@me.com

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

PETS

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class.
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

ONE MALE PUREBRED Norwegian
Elkhound Pup: A midsized dog with
excellent temperament, very smart,
protective but not aggressive. Beautiful
dogs, great hiking partners and family
dogs. Both parents on site. Call/text:
(250)364-0990.

REAL ESTATE

NO OBLIGATION free home market
evaluations. Sarah Rilkoff, 250-509-0006.
Valhalla Path Realty.

Local, organic
homemade food

509 Harold Street
Slocan, BC, V0G 2C0
Open Thurs - Sun
250-355-2433
Tues- Sat 8 am - 4 pm

Your ad could
be here for only
NEW HOURS
MON-FRI 8 +
A.M.GST
- 2 P.M.
$12.00

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

AGRICULTURE

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Now Open Every Day!

Main Street, New Denver
www.RavensNestBC.com

H. A. Benson Inc.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

BIG DOG MUSIC

• Guitars and Accessories • Musical
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

We provide timely processing
of your Payroll, A/Ps, A/Rs, and
Financial Statements

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm

Mon–Sat, 10:30 am - 4:30 pm
Sunday, 11:00 am - 3:00 pm

WANTED

LOOKING FOR OLD CARS, trucks,
Indian and Harley motorbikes and a
1966-1977 Ford Bronco. Please call 250299-9841.
SEEKING HOUSE-SITTING
opportunities over the summer in the

Need to manage your GST, PST,
MRDT, Worksafe BC, & Wage
Deduction remittances?

518 6th Ave • New Denver

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”ticket gasfitter for new construction or
renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim);
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email:
schaferspeare@gmail.com.
S AT E L L I T E T V / I N T E R N E T installation, service & repair: Xplornet,
Shaw, Telus, Bell, and other systems - home
& business, audio/video, cell boosters
& wifi networks - TJF WORKS - James
250-505-8392.

ACCOUNTING
FOR YOU

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month

REAL ESTATE WANTED

WE’RE LOOKING FOR a small acreage
just outside of Kaslo. My wife, Niki Verzuh,
is from the Kootenays and we’re hoping to
move to your lovely area. Contact Neale
at (250) 221-1195 or nealesmith2905@
gmail.com Thanks very much!

SERVICES

New Market Foods

– Bulk Ordering –

CLASSIFIED ADS

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

New Denver-Silverton area. Willing to
care for animals, keen to walk dogs. Have
experience and can provide references.
Darcy Lindsay: 250-777-7781.

The Valley Voice June 30, 2022
SMALL TRAVEL TRAILER, large water
tanks, 3 point tractor implements, and used
metal roofing wanted. Can pick up. 250895-0841, slocanfarmer@gmail.com.

submitted
On June 14, 150 people attended a
gathering to celebrate the 211 people (including
spouses and dependents) who received their
Canadian Permanent Residency through
the West Kootenay Rural and Northern
Immigration Pilot. The pilot is a communityled immigration program that brings skilled
workers to rural communities in Canada. The
goal is to spread the benefits of economic
immigration to communities outside large
metropolitan centers.
“In 2019, Community Futures applied
on behalf of the West Kootenays to be part
of this pilot to meet the workforce needs of
our local businesses,” said Andrea Wilkey,
Executive Director at Community Futures
Central Kootenay. “The pilot was just getting
started when the pandemic began. Not only did
this restrict immigration, but it also created a

worker shortage. This pilot has been timely
for many local employers who’ve been able
to find workers during this challenging time.”
Since the launch in 2020, 114 West
Kootenay employers have used the pilot,
hiring skilled workers for jobs such as Health
Care Aide, Truck Driver, and Cook. Most
of the immigrant workers are employed in
Castlegar, Trail and Nelson, but some are in
South Slocan, Crescent Valley, Ainsworth Hot
Springs, Salmo, Balfour and Rossland.
In addition to the 211 people who have
received their permanent residency so far,
another 233 people have received community
recommendations to apply for permanent
residency.
To learn more about the program, check
out www.wk-rnip.ca. Interested in hiring
skilled workers through the pilot? Visit www.
wk-rnip.ca/employers

West Kootenay Immigration pilot
helps address workplace shortages

Evergreen
Dental Hygiene
Booking appointments
250-265-0387

Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
Serving the Slocan Valley for the
16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST

Sharie Merrifield
25 years experience
Email: sha01@telus.net
(That is a zero, not an ‘0’)
Tel: (250) 358-6806

MUSIC LESSONS

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50
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RDCK working hard on composting programs
submitted
On June 21, 2022 the Regional District
of Central Kootenay (RDCK) officially
opened its new composting facility at the
Creston landfill to support the curbside
organics collection program in the Town of
Creston, the first community in the RDCK
to offer this service. This is the first step
in implementing an RDCK-wide organic
waste diversion strategy focused on the
removal of food waste from landfills.
Within BC, residential compost
makes up approximately 35% of material
sent to landfills. In the quest for zero
waste, the RDCK’s new program will
help to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, save landfill capacity and
reduce leachate impacts. Leachate is the
contaminated liquid running through a
solid waste disposal site and it is difficult
and expensive to manage.
Development of a compost (or
‘organics diversion’) program started in
2017 as part of the RDCK’s Resource
Recovery Plan. The RDCK has since
received two grants, totaling over $3.7

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

HAIR

million to kick start the program.
In 2019, the RDCK received the
Organics Infrastructure Program Grant,
jointly funded by the federal and provincial
governments, which covers two-thirds of
the eligible costs of design and construction
of composting facilities in both Creston
and Salmo.
Two years later, the RDCK received
a CleanBC Organics Infrastructure and
Collection Program Grant to contribute
two-thirds of eligible costs for establishing
curbside collection of organic waste in
Castlegar, Creston, and for a new curbside
service under consideration for higherdensity rural areas.
The RDCK was also successful in
securing up to $536,455 from the Columbia
Basin Trust Climate Resiliency Program to
assist with education and communication
for the organics diversion program and
for bear-proofing measures, such as bearresistant lids for rural communities should
a new curbside service proceed.
“Over the past five years, the RDCK
and our partners have put a lot of effort into

coming events

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

getting to this point,” said Amy Wilson,
RDCK Resource Recovery Manager. “We
are beyond excited to be launching the first
phase of our regional composting program.
Annually, the compost facilities in Creston
and eventually Salmo are expected to
divert over 2,000 tonnes of organic waste
from entering the landfill, resulting in big
wins towards meeting our climate action
goals.”
While the Creston Composting
Facility opens this month, construction
of the Central Composting Facility
near Salmo started in early May and is
scheduled to be finished by October. Once
operational, this facility will accept organic
material from Castlegar, commercial
sources, and the greater Trail areas of the
Regional District of Kootenay Boundary.
Additionally, the RDCK is working with
the City of Nelson to obtain diversion of
organics from their municipal waste stream
resulting in equivalent GHG reductions.
Both facilities will feature basic
forced aeration composting technology.
Collected organic waste will be received

EDUCATION
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at both facilities in large mixing buildings.
To maintain proper nutrient ratios, food
waste will be combined with clean wood
and yard and garden waste in a specialized
mixing unit. Once mixed, the material
will be transported to aerated windrows.
Windrows are linear piles of organic
waste and the aeration process uses fans
connected to perforated pipes located
underneath these piles. This system
maintains oxygen and temperature levels,
which promotes active decomposition,
limits odour generation, and prevents the
piles from producing methane through
anaerobic (low-oxygen) decomposition.
The entire process takes approximately 12
weeks from start to finish, depending on
the season, and will produce a safe, high
quality product that can be used anywhere,
including home gardens.
In combination with the two processing
facilities, the RDCK is also upgrading both
the Ootischenia Landfill and Grohman
Narrows (Nelson) transfer areas to accept
organic waste. Ootischenia will start
accepting material once the Central

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com

Tuesday THRU Friday
– By Appointment –

358-7769

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair
Joe Shaw

RECYCLING

AVA’S
Hair Studio

Composting Facility is completed, while
Grohman Narrows may be operational by
the early fall. These transfer facilities will
offer services to commercial haulers and
allow businesses and residents to come
drop it off themselves at a reduced fee
compared to garbage.
The RDCK’s initial focus is on larger
municipalities and areas within a close
proximity to organics infrastructure, but
in the future, the RDCK will support
municipalities interested in establishing
their own organic waste management
solutions. This summer, the RDCK
will begin the next phase of the organic
waste diversion program, looking at a
rural curbside collection program and
seeking market information from haulers
on collection costs for rural areas, which
will inform an in-depth community
consultation on the program in early
2023. Later in 2022, the RDCK will also
be developing a preliminary design for an
organics processing facility in Nakusp, and
will be looking for future grant funding
opportunities for that potential project.

Owner & Journeyman Technician
3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

805 Kildare Street, New Denver

778.454.0180

stjautomotive@gmail.com

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
June 24,
2022

250-358-7199

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

TUES

COMPUTER
Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Offices in Silverton, Winlaw & Nakusp 250-358-2177

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

Over 20 years counselling experience supporting
clients experiencing stress, anxiety, grief and other
life changes. In person and Secure Video sessions.
Now offering somatic therapy. Offices in Silverton
and Nelson. 250-777-1704
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

GIFTS

SUPPORT FOR
YOUR SPIRIT

Bi-weekly book study, biweekly services, Tuesday
8 am meditation, monthly
Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact
descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of
Canada is alive and welcomes
you online—and in person.

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
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Much of Slocan Lake shoreline still pristine, second survey finds
submitted
A second survey of human
impact on the Slocan Lake ecosystem
has found only a small change in the
natural shoreline over the last 10
years.
The study, conducted by Living
Lakes Canada last year, saw a
thorough review of lakeshore use
as part of a Foreshore Integrated
Management Plan, or FIMP, being
developed by the environmental

group.
“FIMP has provided us with the
confirmation that 90% of the shoreline
is still in a natural state, with the
majority of the Slocan Lake shoreline
ranked as high ecological value.
This information will contribute
to updating the RDCK Water
Development Permit requirements
in the Official Community Plan for
the North Slocan Valley, slated for
revision commencing in the fall of

Garnet Oliver
McLean

On March 13, 1937, in Nakusp,
B.C., a future great accordion player
was born to the late Percy and Mae
McLean.
Garnet Oliver McLean passed
away peacefully on May 25, 2022
in Vernon Jubilee Hospital.
Garnet played for many dances
on the Arrow Lakes for years and,
more often than not, wedding dances
were free. Robbie Burns night in
Edgewood was one of his favorites.
He met and played with many
musicians along the way and formed

life-long friendships.
Garnet, Ginny and family enjoyed camping and fun, fun, fun, with
the Local Lakers at Whatshan Lake. They also enjoyed trips to Reno,
California, Vancouver Island and Whitehorse.
Garnet really enjoyed driving logging truck for 35 years. He knew
where his wheels were. He also loved to garden, especially growing
tomatoes.
Predeceased by parents Percy, Mae and brother Archie.
Survived by his loving wife of 62 years, Ginny, daughter Dawn
(Andrew) Parkes of Flagstaff, Arizona, son Darcy of Vernon and son
Michael of Vancouver, BC; Six Grandchildren: Sheldon, Tianna, Blair,
Marissa, Katie, and Taylor; Ten great-grandchildren Zenon, Seth, Theoren,
Kane, Jayda, Kiarra, Ryden, Blake, Luke, and Kai; and two step greatgrandchildren, Brianna and Danny. Also survived by brother Bernie and
several nieces and nephews.
A celebration of life will be held at the Burton Hall on July 16th at
3:00 pm.
Refreshments to follow.
“You Can’t Beat Fun for A Good Time”

2022,” said Wendy King, president
of the Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society. “The FIMP survey and
foreshore development guidelines
complements our existing knowledge
and directly supports the process of
identifying ecologically sensitive
zones.”
The foreshore survey was
done by boat using GPS and aerial
photograph assessment, and more
than 88 kilometres of the Slocan
Lake shoreline was surveyed. The
comprehensive survey catalogued
multiple observations: land use
(industrial, residential, commercial),
shore type (cliff/bluff, rocky shore,
sand beach), foreshore condition,
the number of docks, weirs or other

man-made developments, wildlife,
vegetation, and many others.
A similar survey was done in
2010, as part of a continuing effort
to determine how much the lake
foreshore health had changed over
the years.
“As the popularity of Slocan
Lake grows, both as a recreational
hotspot and a scenic place to live,
monitoring the lake’s foreshore is
just as important as monitoring the
lake’s water quality,” says a release
from Living Lakes.
The lake foreshore is defined
as the area along the lake between
the low and high water mark, and
is extremely valuable ecologically,
culturally and economically. Around

90% of all lake biodiversity is
found in the foreshore; it provides
habitat for fish, nesting waterbirds,
breeding amphibians, shorebirds
and more. Indigenous archaeological
and culturally significant sites may
be found there. Erosion, flooding,
and waves all impact the foreshore,
and can cause extensive property
damage.

Survey results

A comparison between the 2010
and 2021 surveys indicates that the
Slocan Lake foreshore areas have
remained relatively unchanged over
the past 11 years (0.01% rate of
change per year and only 80 metres
observed as newly disturbed).
The majority of the shoreline was
classified as having a low level of
impact (67 km, or 76%), followed by
no impact (9 km; 10%), high impact
(7 km; 8%) and medium impact (5
km, 6%).
Fish sampling conducted in
shallow water habitats of Slocan
Lake in September 2021 observed
Shorthead Sculpin (Cottus confusus)
— a fish species of special concern
under the federal Species at Risk Act
(SARA) and provincially blue-listed
— at the south end of Slocan Lake
and near the outlet of Springer Creek.
Negative impacts and changes
to lake foreshore can occur slowly
over time and can also be difficult
to detect. The monitoring can also
highlight the effectiveness of lake
management policies implemented
by all levels of government as well
as considering important Indigenous
cultural values, species risk and their
habitat.
“The purpose of a FIMP resurvey is to return to a lake roughly
10 years after the first survey
and assess the rate of change in
urban development and ecological
parameters, and to audit the best
management practices and guideline
compliance along the shoreline,” said
Georgia Peck, FIMP Manager with
Living Lakes Canada. “Slocan Lake
was recognized as a priority lake due
to the presence of species at risk and
it having been previously surveyed
in 2011.”
Traditional Ecological
Knowledge was incorporated
directly into the assessment and
inventory of shoreline observations
and a report was produced with
recommendations for the long-term
protection of important habitats and
cultural values.
Living Lakes Canada entered a
four-year Contribution Agreement
with Fisheries and Oceans Canada in
2019 to review and revise the FIMP
methodology and map or re-map up
to eight lakes. To date, five lakes have
been re-surveyed and two additional
lakes have been surveyed through the
DFO-funded program.
The 2021 Slocan Lake FIMP
findings can be found in a report
in the Columbia Basin Water Hub
database, including updated Slocan
Lake Foreshore Development
Guidelines. Visit data.cbwaterhub.
ca/dataset/slocan-lake-foreshoreinventory-mapping-open-2021.
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Plaque unveiled at Kaslo Masonic Hall to celebrate Freemason history in BC and Kaslo
submitted
A new high-tech plaque
was unveiled in Kaslo on
Sunday, June 26, in honour of
the 150th anniversary of the
Freemasons in the province,
and the 125th anniversary
of Kaslo Lodge – the second
Masonic Lodge in the
Kootenays.
The cast bronze plaque
is mounted on the front steps
of Kaslo’s Masonic Hall. It
features a QR code that can

be scanned with a phone and
will connect immediately to
websites, photos, videos, and
information about the hall’s
history and its role in shaping
the past 150 years of the
Freemasons in the province.
By scanning the QR code,
visitors will also be able to
take a virtual tour of lodge
halls throughout BC and the
Yukon, and learn about how
they shaped the west coast of
Canada before the formation

of a provincial Grand Lodge
in 1871.
This is one of 45
dedications of Masonic
Markers across the province
and territory, and the first in
our district.
“Freemasonry has been
an active but relatively quiet
part of BC communities for
150 years,” explained Most
Worshipful Grand Master
Don MacKenzie, head of
Freemasonry in BC and

Yukon from June 2020
through June 2022. “People
see our buildings but don’t
know what goes on inside.
So, this an invitation to get to
know us.”
Kaslo Masonic Lodge
No. 25 received its charter
in 1895 and in 1896, entered
into a lease agreement for the
second floor of the building at
301 A Avenue in Kaslo. The
building was acquired by the
Lodge in 1938. It is one of

the oldest Masonic Halls in
use in Western Canada, and
the oldest original wooden
structure free-standing Lodge
building in BC. The room
upstairs is in its original state,
and 10 meetings per year have
been held there since 1895.
The unveiling was attended
by Kaslo Mayor Suzan Hewat;
Elizabeth Scarlett of the
Kootenay Lake Historical
Society; the new Grand
Master of BC and Yukon,
Most Worshipful Brother Ken
Overy; past master of Kaslo
Lodge, Worshipful Brother
Tyler Dobie of Kaslo; current

master of Kaslo Lodge, Right
Worshipful John Dunne of
Nelson; District Deputy Grand
Master, Right Worshipful
Brother William Baird; and
about 25 Freemasons from
around the province.
Freemasonry is considered
to be the oldest and the largest
fraternal organization in the
world whose mission is to
improve themselves and
the societies in which they
live. Several million men of
all backgrounds, religions,
vocations and cultural groups
call themselves Masons across
the globe.

Slocan Lake Golf Club
Restaurant

NOW OPEN
Wednesday - Saturday
4-8 pm
358-2408

Elizabeth Scarlett of the Kootenay Lake Historical Society speaks at the unveiling of the bronze Masonic Marker at Kaslo Masonic Lodge on June 26.

NSS grad Mia Roberts wins $40,000 Beedie Luminaries Scholarship
by Jan McMurray
Nakusp graduate
Mia Roberts has won the
prestigious Beedie Luminaries
Scholarship. The scholarship
will provide her with up
to $40,000 over her postsecondary education.
“They called me on
Mother’s Day to share the
exciting news,” Mia recalls.
“I was immediately met with
a feeling of relief and joy – I
wasn’t going to be in student
debt!”
Mia will be attending
Vancouver Island University
in Nanaimo, and will take first
year university classes next
year to satisfy the entrance
requirements into the dental
hygiene diploma program.
The scholarship is for
students with strong academic
potential who are involved in
their communities, and who
have faced adversity with
determination and optimism.
Mia fits the bill perfectly.
An honour role student, Mia
has volunteered at the local
veterinary clinic and the
elementary school, and has
coached youth soccer for
the West Kootenay Football
Club. She is on the school
volleyball, basketball and
soccer teams and has won
numerous ‘Most Valuable
Player’ and sports awards. She
worked part-time throughout
high school, and full-time in
summers, and will be working
under a dental hygienist this

summer.
“This scholarship is about
so much more than your past
or what you have done, it is
about where you are now and
where you want to go,” she
said. “So when answering
questions about financial
adversity, I just told the truth
– I’m not the richest kid on
the block. Going to postsecondary was going to leave
me sitting on years of student
debt.”
Mia will be the first in her
immediate family to attend
university. “First generation
learners like myself are
statistically less likely to
attend university than children
of university graduates. So I
know I have shown resilience
in beating the odds and having
the courage to get out of my
small town.”
The scholarship
application process began
with written responses to
questions, and then shortlisted candidates had an
interview. “One question that
really stuck with me was
made during my interview,”
Mia said. “One of the ladies
asked me what was the best
piece of advice I had received
this year. I immediately knew
what it was. It came from my
vice-principal, Ms. Jamie
Sing, who told me, ‘It’s okay
to ask for help.’ The selection
committee congratulated me
because one of the things
they encourage the most is the

ability to see you need help,
ask for help, and get the help
you need.”
Mia says she has never
been to Vancouver Island, and
has only been to Vancouver
once. “So to say it’s outside
of my comfort zone is an
understatement,” she said.
“The reason I chose to go
so far away is because I am

the type of person to thrive
when I push myself. I know
that staying in my small
hometown – even though it
is beautiful and will always
be my home – will not get me
to where I aspire to go in life.
So, I will continue to push my
limits and see just how far this
small town girl can make it in
the city.”

Open 7 days a week
Admission is only $5, Children under 12 may enter for free!

Mia Roberts of Nakusp has won the Beedie Luminaries Scholarship for her postsecondary education. Here, she is in Vancouver at a Beedie Luminaries event.
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